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Chapter I 
INTRODUC TION 
I 
IN':'RODUCTION 
What becomes of the high school boy after graduation? 
How successful is he in college? Teechers may wonder what 
becomes of their students, for beyond a few accidental contacts 
or cursory information, they do not know. This study is not an 
attempt to follow up all the students, or to discover the 
interests of a few, or to examine the occupations of any; it 
is to find out what success the graduates of ten consecutive 
classes have had during their first two ye8rs at the College 
of Liberal Arts of the University of Louisville. We want to 
indicate whether it would be reasonable to establish a basis 
of prognosis. We want to know if we can set up an advisory 
procedure. The present investigetion may be interpreted as an 
attempt to find out (l) whether there is a sufficient degree 
of correlation between high school and college records to 
warrant definite attempts to counsel graduates and (2) whether 
the records of graduates in the high school are sufficient to 
predict success in college. 
In the Louisville Male High School, scholastic grsdes are 
given numerical values, and success may very from seventy 
per cent to one hundred per cent. More students attain s,n 
average between seventy and eighty per cent than attain an 
average between eighty-five and one hundred per cent. J~ 
average of eighty-five per cent c;ualifies a student to become 
a member of the Cum LauQe Society, which is a national honor 
society of which the Louisville Male Hio:h School is a member. 
We may point out that while success is intangible, boundaries 
2 
may be fixed or goals set or aims for achievement established. 
In this study, the word success is used to indic&te whether 
the student has conformed to two sets of standards, one 
established by the Louisville Male High School and the other 
by the College of Liberal Arts of the University of Louisville. 
Whether or not these standards are so fixed as to be true 
measures is not the purpose 0::: this inquiry. The existing 
standprds have been accepted and used in determining the facts 
of this study. 
The ten grflduvting classes of the Louisville Uale High 
School from June, 1930, to February, 1935, inclusive, totaled 
1511 graduates. Four hundred and thirty-six of this number 
have enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts of the university 
of Louisville. This number is sufficient to present indiCAtions 
of the trends in the various phases of high school and 
collegiate records studied. 
One of the purposes of this study is to interest the 
faculty of the Louisville Male High School and particularly 
the members of the Mathematics Depertment, of which the writer 
is a member, in the progress of pupils whose foundations of 
success should have been laid in high school. Too often the 
ultimate goal of the teacher is the graduation of the pupils. 
---~--------------------
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and there is a noticeable lE\ck of interest in the later 
progress of the graduates. Whether it is possible to measure 
the success of gr8duates and transl8te the findings into terms 
that are meaningful to the instructors remains to be studied. 
Since only the first two years of college work are to 
be studied, the success of the graduate during that period 
only will be considered. No attempt has been made to enumerate 
reasons for abandoning the college course, or to follow up 
subsequent education of gradu~~tes in institutions other than 
the College of Liberal Arts of the University of Louisville, 
or in other colleges of the Uni versi ty of L(juisville than 
that of Liberal Arts. If a student completes two years of his 
college course with satisfactory scores on the Placement 
Tests and Sophomore Tests, and with atisfactory grpdes in 
various subject fields, then he is deemed to have succeeded. 
The words Louisville Male High School and College of 
Liberal Arts of the University of Louisville will be used 
often enough to take up space unduly, so that from now on the 
abbreviations L.M.H.S. and U. of L. will be employed. 
Since each entrant in the U. of L. is given at least one 
placement test in some field, the correlation between such 
a test and the I.~. score or the correlation between such a 
test and the average grade received from L.Y.M.S. is of value. 
The Sophomore ~ests may be used as measures of attainment 
in the first two years of college. 
"'. 
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The accumulation of data in the U. of L. for P18-cement 
Tests end Sophomore Tests shows th~-t different methods have 
been used in different years in recording test scores with 
the resulting deta not complete for all students. one Plf'ce-
IDent Test and one Sophomore Test, at least, were administered 
to each student who completed two years of college work. 
The data used in the present study were taken from the 
permanent record files of the L •. M.H.S. and from the office 
of the Registrar tit the U. of L. For some graduating classes 
the I.Q. score records are so incomplete that no correlations 
cHn be obtained. When the I.Q. scoreS are compared with scores 
on Elecement Tests, little significance can be attached to 
the correlation since few L.lvI.H.S. graduates had both scoreS. 
A further purpose of this study is the establishment of 
significant criteria to eliminate students whose chances for 
success in college are at a minimum, and to en8.ble the high 
school counselor to advise graduates wisely. If it is possible 
to set up such criteriB that a student who has a certain rank 
and a certain I.Q. score, whose average for his junior and 
senior yenrs is so much, and whose pFrents are engaged in a 
given occupation, may know what his chances of success are at 
the U. of 1., we shall h~ve substituted data for opinion. 
Questions to be answered in this study: 
1. Do L.M.H.B. graduetes whose grades ere highest enter 
the U. of L., go 10 other colleges, or not enter college? 
2. Do L.M.H.S. graduates 'Nhose I.Q. scores s.re highest 
enter the U. of L., go to other colleges, or not enter 
college? 
3. Is the first yenr of college more difficult than the 
second? 
4. Has the age of the L.M. R.S. graduate any significs.nce 
in his success in the U. of L.? 
5. When do the lowest one-third of the gre.duetes drop 
out? 
6. Does the rank in the grnduating class indicnte the 
number of puality points earned the first semester? 
7. Is there any rels.tionship between the occupation of 
the parent and the success of the L.M.R.S. gradUf,te at the 
U. of L.? 
8. Does the study of mathematics in L.M.R.S. increase 
a student's chance for success in the U. of L.? 
9. IS there any correletion between the L.ll.H.S. 
-
scholestic averages nnd. scores on the Psycholugical 'iest? 
10. Is there any correlation between gredes for Engibish 
in L.M.R.S. and in the U. of L.? 
11. Which group succeeds in the U. of L.? 
<' 
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Chapter II 
A SUHVEY OF ~.tn~~ LITERATURE 
PERT!, HUNG TO THE STUDY 
.-
."'" 
-------, ---
II 
A SURVEY OF TRB LI TERATURE 
PERTAINING TO THE STUDY 
When the literature on the subject of success in college 
is surveyed, two phases are seen to be recurrent throughout 
the m8teriel. One of them is articulntion, which implies 
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guidance, and the other is prediction, which infers statistical 
measurement. Much has been written upon both aspects of t,he 
student's progress, on the one hand whether it is best for 
the high school graduate to attend college and on the other 
hand, what his chances of success are if he does attend 
college. The two questions ere mutually dependent; so it does 
not matter which one is considered first. Let us taKe up 
articulation, for it perhaps has a broader range. 
As an introduction to the problem and to the literature 
on the sub .ject, We ctm do no better thBn to quote from the 
Foreword of the Research Bulletinl of the N~tionel Educational 
ASSOCiation, Which was written by Givens. "Nowhere is the 
problem of articulation more troublesome than for high schools 
and colleges, where the problem is complicated by tradi tionftl 
differences in purpose and procedure, by tremendous growth of 
both institutions during the past fifty ye8.rs, and by the 
rapid changes in policy and prsctice now taking place thruout 
1. Givens, Willard E., "Foreword." Research Bulletin of the 
National Educational ,hssocifltion, March, 1938. p •. 64-
-... 
the field of edtLcetion. liei ther the high school nor the 
college has been unmindful of, or indifferent toward, the 
imperfect articulation existing between them; but recent 
trends are forcing them to reeveluate their efforts to bring 
about gre8ter unity. Freouently and earnestly inquiries such 
as the following are voiced: IS it possible so to coordinate 
the work of high school end college that the latter will 
receive from the high school those best fitted for college 
education? Can the difficultieE1 of student adjustment be 
lessened so that more of those who enter college will remain 
and make the most of their opportunities?" A negHtive reply 
1 to Givens' question is voiced by Eells, V'lho says, nSome 
7 
schools are not dOing a satisfactory piece of guidance but in 
rilRny cases are encouraging their graduates to enter higher 
educDtional institutions in which their probability of failure 
is relatively high." .Perhaps not so strongly stated but 
equally decisively is Bra·romel' s2 observation that, "The 
National Survey of Secondary Education revealed that the 
greptest hindrance to improved articulation between the 
secondary school end the college is the lack of effective 
guidance progra.ms in both secondary and higher educa.tion." 
1. Eells, Walter E., "The Collegiate Success of Secondary 
School GraduBtes, n Journel of the l,.merican Association of 
Collegiate Hegistrars. April-:-193s. p. 299 
2. Brarnmel, P. Roy, "Articulation of High School and college," 
Ne.tional Survel of Secondary Education, Monograph No. 10 
U.S. Office of Education. 1932. p. 93. 
.. 
-...... 
Upon whom does the educational burden of orientHtion 
fall? From the Research Bulletin £f ~ N.E.A. l we quote, 
"Ready adjustment to the new environment of the college on 
the part of an entering student often hinges on how quickly 
and how thoroly the proper college authorities become 
8 
acquainted with him and his needS." To make such a transition 
sege12 says, "For effective guidance of students into college 
work it is necessary to be able to make some articulation 
between the student's capacities and interests and the program 
of studies offered in the college or university." 
Why is the necessity to have an extensive guidance program 
greater now tht3n formerly? .Perhaps as the Research Bulletin 
3 of the N.E.A. states, ".Approximately five times as many 
students are now in college 8S there were at the opening of 
the century. With this rapid growth in enrolment, the 
disparity hes increesed in the cultural and social background 
of college students, and in their respective ebilities and 
interests." Another reason for the college awakening to the 
need for thorough guida.nce, according to Hartman4 t is that, 
"Institutions of higher education in the united states have 
been severely criticized because of the seemingly unwarranted 
1. Givens, Q£. Cit., p. 102 
2. Segel, DaVid, "prediction of Success in College," Bulletin 
No. 15, U.S.Office of 3ducation, U.S.Government printing 
Office, Washington, D. C.,1934. p. 1 
3. Givens, QE.. ill., p. 65 . 
4. Hartman, Helen J. t "pre-College Gu~dance in Ohio," The 
School Review, November, 1937. p.662 
... 
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amount of failure and elimination of students which occurs, 
particularly during the Freshmen year." Then the same author 
places the blame. "A review of the literature reveals a rather 
general agreement •••• that the secondary school has failed 
in • • • • (1) helping pupils to decide whether they should 
go to college, (2) giving guidance to pupils who have declared 
their intention of going to college." In confirmation of 
this last utterance, the N.E.A. Research Bulletinl says, "one 
of the important guidance functions generally conceded to 
belong to the high school is that of helping students to 
decide whether or not they Should go to college." Again from 
the N.E.A. Bulletin2 we reed, "'Ihe obvious need for better 
guidance procedures for college freshmen is driven home by 
statistics on first year failures. Each elimination shows that 
the gap between high school and college has been too Wide, 
at least for the student involved. Any effective program for 
bridging the gap between high school and college, moreover, 
must look to something more than the prevention of failures 
and a reduction in the number of freshman withdrawals." one 
method of eliminating particular failures is voiced by 
McQ,uitty,3 H ••• thst sound high school foundation is more 
essential for success in college Eng1t.ish, mathemetics, and 
langu8ges thFn it is for success in college social sciences, 
1. Givens, OPe cit., p. 70 
2. Ibid., p:-b6----
3. MCQuitty, John V., "Relative Scholarship of Graduptes 
According to Accreditation of High Schools," Journal of 
the American Association of Collegiate Registrars 
--- -- . April, 1934. p. 188 
r 
-
" 
10 
and other academic subjects." 
1 -
The N.E .A. Bulletin shows that, If Widespread acceptance 
on the part of high sChools of some measure of responsibility 
for advising students with respect to college entrance is 
indicated by the fact that, in giving this type of counsel, 
two-thirds of the schools included in this study follow some 
regular procedure. If On the college level Johnston2 says of 
-
guidance, "In connection with the counseling system. . . • 
continuous efforts have been made to discover valid informa-
tion to be given entering freshmen regarding their prospects 
for succe ss in college. • • • to save students from failure." 
Also on the college level Ficken3 mentions the "Efforts to 
avoid the appalling amount of waste occasioned by the high 
percentage of failures in the early semesters of college 
attendance •.•• pre-college testing and guidance •••. with 
better selection of students .••• and elimination ..• oof 
bad college risks. 1f 
An appreCiation of the situation with a general analysi s 
of means of prevention is suggested by wood4 when he states, 
"Our control of high school-college articulation depends in 
the last analysiS on the extent and quality of the information 
1. Givens, ~ cit., p.lll 
2. Jobnston, J .B. and Vlilliamson, E.G., "A Follow Up study of 
Early ScholastiC Predictions in the University of 1,linnesota, II 
school and SOCiety, December 1, 1934. p.730 
3. Ficken, C .E., "predicting Achievement in the Li beralArts 
College," School and Socie.~, October 12, 1935. p.518 
4. ~Vood, Ben D., "The Ultimate BaSis for Satisfactory College-
High School Relations, II Journal of the American Associa.tion 
of Collegiate Registrars, July,1934. p. 271 
about individuals that is secured and wisely used before 
admission to college, during the admission and placement 
procedure, and after admission. II In affirmation of this 
view we see from the N.E.A. Research Bulletinl that, "A 
factor cited by college authorities as essential to a satis-
11 
factory plan for selecting students was adequate acquaintance 
with the prospective student and his achievements growing out 
of close cooperation with the high school which he attended. II 
A more practical suggestion is made by Crawford2 who thinks, 
"Reliable estimates of individual students' fitness for college 
work are obviously important in determining whether or not 
they should be admitted." Then he says, "If an institution 
finds it unwise to admit more than a certain number of candi-
dates, it must be able first of all to justify its selections 
upon intellectual standards." A more definite stand is taken 
by Byrns3 , who raises another question by asking, "Is it 
possible for the boy who rates low in a standard psychological 
or college apti tude test and who gets low grades in high school 
to succeed in college work? Does the young man of great 
apti tude always win the best grades in college?" She believes, 
"Recogni tion of the relationship :hat exists between the 
quality of achievement in high school and in college work is 
1. Givens, ~ cit., p. 112 
2. Crawford, A.J3.""';' "Forecasting Freshma,n Achievement," 
Sc hool and Socie.!!Z, January 15, 1930. pp. 125-132 -
3. Byrns, Ruth, "predicting College Success by High School 
Grades," ~ Nation's Schools, July, 1932. p.30 
12 
one step towtrd constructive guid8nce." The SI"Irle writer 
sUIIlL:lsrizes vlhf't hrs been svid of the problem 0::' guidance and 
suggestions for its solution when she states, "only thRt 
a dvice find guidHnce which are built on fEtcts cen be of 
genuine v~"lne to the individuF1 end to the educations,l system." 
The second part of the liter8ture in the field wIder 
investigption devls with records Find their st~:tisticRl treat-
ment. In particulf'r f'S J}etten~:il11 st8tes, "TiTIO f8ctors which 
are more or less uni versell~T considered in &clrui t ting and 
counseling college freshmen are scores on college eptitude 
tests 8nd high school records." There Fpne['rs to be some 
dis8greer:1ent as to what pF'rt of the high school and college 
records is mos t valufible for guidance. Gowen2 SEYS, ". • • • 
marks in different high school subjects were not very indica-
tive of whf't subjects the individur:l would do best in college." 
This stand is plsG tEken by Ferguson3 who concludes that, 
"Grades in secondary school are so heterogeneous thEt they 
correlate only .30 with grFdes in the college. When the 
difference between 8 student' 8 fiverpge grtde f'nd the pEssing 
gr8de of the school is taken 58 the criterion, the result is 
also prf'(;ticf'lly worthless. II This stFtement is refuted by 
1. Pettengill, True E., "Size of High School and Predictive Value 
of Class Rank and Aotitude ~est Hank," Journal of the American 
Association of COll~gi[te :~egistr8rs, April, 1934. p. 190 
2. Gowen, J.W. and Gooch, :M., "The Mentpl Attainments of College 
Students in Relstion to Previous Training," Journpl of 
EducF.ttionpl .psycholo~y, November, 1925.'pp. 547-5t)S-
3. Ferguson, George 0., 1180me Factors in predicting College 
Success," School and SOCiety, April 29, 1933. p. 566 
-..... 
p 
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Gladfelter1 when he asserts, "There is a correlation of .68 
between the numerical high school average, when all major 
subjects are considered, and the Hverflge grade made at the end 
of the Freshman yef1r." He further states thet the correlation 
between high school English and Freshman English is .59, and 
the correletion between the high school average and the 
Americe,n Council Psychological Test is .58. Likewise Edds2 
findS, "Intelligence correlates .502 with the composite of 
first semester marks." 
The Reseerch Bulletin of the n.E • .A. 3 mentions as facts 
tf-lken into account in counseling, "(1) scores from tests given 
in connection with college entrance (2) teachers marks which 
the student received on rel~ted high school subjects (3) scores 
on achievement tests given in high school (4) age (5) general 
intelligence." The same Bulletin4 reports th8t, "The impor-
tance of records nnd reports is brought out repeatedly in this 
review of gu.idance procedures." So far as the predictive 
value of records as used is concerned, Reitz 5 says, " ••• after 
1. Gladfelter, Millard E., "The Value of Severa! criteria in 
Predicting College Success," Journal of the AI!.lerican 
Association of cOlle~iate Registrars, AprIr,'" 1936. p.187 
2. Edds, J. H. and l,lcCs 1, ViI.M •• ",Predicting the Scholestic 
Success of College Freshmen," JournAl of Educational 
Research, October, 1933. p. 128 
3. Givens, ~~, p. 90 
4. Givens, ~ ~, p. 113 
5. Reitz, Wilhelm, "predicting College Achievement with Marks 
and Ranks Adjusted for Inter-High School variability," 
Journal of the American Associp,tion of Collegie.te Registrars, 
April, 1934. p. 181 
C 
r, 
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all some of these trE!ditional standards for selecting good 
student material make, in reality, only a small contribution 
in the determination of college achievement. While ••• this 
is in pert due ••• , the writer is rather inclined to believe 
that actual absence of reletionship between these measures 
and college success is the fundamentel trouble. 1I 
Just what records may be used in predicting the success 
of high school graduEtes is e controversial point. Gladfelterl 
says that, "The unit and subject mark heve given way to such 
factors as renk in class, ratings on intelligence, psycholo-
gical and achievement tests." Thurber2 thinkS, "Whatever 
evidence there is seems to indicrte again that the ranking 
based on secondary school marks is of more import than the 
psychological test rankings." Newsom3 states, n ••• a good 
high school record, regard.less of the pattern of subjects 
taken, when combined with a stand8rd intelligence test score, 
is the best b8sis for selecting candidates for college 
admission." The same author4 says, "The investigation of 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Gladfelter, Ll1l1a.rd E., "status end ':::rends of College En-
trance l.tequirements," The School Review, December, 1937. 
p. 747 -
Thurber, C .H., "IS ScholRrship l1anking Usefu.l for 
Prediction?" School 8nd ;)ociety, HErch 11, 1933. p. 328 
Newsom, l~. VI. PHa. sturrn:-TT.l'ii:., I1Comparison of the College 
and 1-Iigh School Uf'rks for IJon-Grf·du8ting College Students, tt 
Journal of the American Association of Collegiate Regis-
trars, April, 1937. p. 217 
Newsom, ££. cit., p. 217 
------------ -- -- - -_. ------
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Garrett concluded from ~ study of 324 records that results 
during the last two yenrs of high school were superior as ~ 
basis for predicting college success, while certain subjects 
such as English and Mathematics, had greater predictive value." 
Newsoml further deduces that, "The results that Douglass 
obtained showed that the best single type of predictive data 
is the average high school marks; the score on an intelligence 
test is the only other factor which increased the accuracy of 
the prediction." The same writer2 concludes, "Since the 
students achieved on an average approximately one grade lower 
in college than in high school, it is likely that all students 
who enter college with a high school average of C or lower 
will not attain the scholastic standing of C or better in 
college, which is generally required for continuance in 
college. The failure of colleges to require such standards is 
probably the cause of ~ large percentage of student mortality." 
On the same topic sege13 asserts, "For the school where a 
grade of C must be mainteined in order to insure graduation, 
the C grade is the basis for conSidering whether the student is 
a success as to whether he can mpint&in an average of c." 
Byrns4 says, "Thus 8 low score in the psychologicel test 
1. Newsom, ~ cit., p. 218 
2. Newsom, ~ cit., p. 221 
3. Segal, OPe cit., p. 15 
4. Byrns, Ope cit., p. 30 
.-
-
"" 
promises poor college work much more certainly thHn a high 
score promises success." A more optimistic view is taken by 
Johnstonl in speaking of certfin data which, n ••• showed 
16 
that college scholarship could be predicted with e high degree 
of Success from high school percentile rank ~nd the college 
aptitude test." 2 But Segel thinks, lIHowever, from the evidence 
collected to date there seems to be no reHson for changing 
our criterion of college success from scholarship in the 
college subjects to length of sta,y in college." The scholar-
ship should be th~;t of the freshman year, for as ZorbBugh3 
states, "A certain grade-getting ability seems to accrue to 
the student by virtue of his experience or orientation as he 
progresses in college." In ranking the merits of different 
items of the records pettengil14 believes, liThe rBnk in high 
school graduating class is statistically a more reliable 
index than the college aptitude test for the prediction of 
freshman scholarship. The aptitude tebt apparently does not 
add anything to the reliability of prediction." In referring 
1. Johnston, ~~, p. 731 
2. Segel, ~ C1t., p. 7 
3. Zorbaug~Gra.ce 3.]1. find Kuder, G. F., "College Gra.des 
and the Vocetional Motive," School f:lnd Societl, July 10, 
1937. p. 63 
4. Pettengill, True E., "Con~8rison of the College Aptitude 
Test and RDnk in High School Gradupting Class a.s Factors 
for predicting :h'reshmAn Schol~'rship," Journ8.1 of the 
American Association of Collegiate RegistrBrs, .AprIl"';" 1936. 
p. 203 --
to the same measure ~uttlel says, "As with other predictive 
measures, doubtless the rank in high school clsss loses some 
of its value in the middle groups." Eells 2 argues, "As one 
of the most significant indices of success of a school's 
17 
product ••• 8vernge percentage of hours of work failed during 
the first ye8r or semester of their attendEmce." 
The opinions of other writers seem to be at variance. 
All of the ideEs suggested by the writers quoted cannot be 
used in measuring the succesl3 of L.I,:.H.S. gradu8tes at the 
u. of L.; therefore, we shall choose the items best suited 
to the data. 
1. Tuttle, C.P., "The i1redictive V81ue of Wm.k in High School 
Gradunting Class,f! Journal of the i:.merice.n lssocistion 
of Collegiate Registrars, J811U8ry, 1937. p.116 
2. Eells, Ope cit., p. 295 
!"'-------------------------
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Historical Foreword. l "Although besed on a former 
academic institution, the Louisville Male High School, as 
such, was first opened in 1856, at Ninth and Chestnut. After 
about forty years of honorable achievement it was moved in 
1894 to the site now occupied by the Theodore Ahrens Trade 
School, on First Street near Chestnut. 
"In 1915 L.M.H.S. was consolidated with the dupont 
Manu'll Training High School. The present building at Brook 
and Breckenridge, erected at a cost of over a quarter of a 
million dollars, was occupied in 'che fall of that year. 
"For four years it was known as the Louisville Boys' 
High School. At the end of that time the two schools were 
again separated and shortly o.fter that the old name was 
restored. 
"The entire history of the school from its beginning is 
the story of a continuous effort to adjust itself to the 
needs of the c o Iilluuni ty. Founded at a time when the ide81 of 
education was an essentially aristocratic ideal of bookish 
culture to prepare its students for the lerrned professions, 
1. Fifteenth Edition of the Louisville ~tJ1ale High School 
'H' Book. p. 9 
-------------- -
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it began early to modify this ideal as the Situation demanded. 
Beginning with the old classical curriculum, it gradually 
added the scientific branches, physical training, athletics, 
modern languages, business courses, music, art, and military 
training. The school was not to be considered a repository of 
s·rbi trary standards by which the pupil was to be measured, 
and then discsrded as unfit, or told there was nothing for 
him. On the contrary, it was to be a place where he would be 
taken a.S he wPS , given p-nything he could absorb, trained to 
perfect whatever abilities he had, and Bent forth as a useful 
member of society, preppred to meke his individual contribution 
to the social projects of the community. 
"The scientific subjects were introduced in 1869, physical 
training (in 8. mild form) in 1872, and freehand drav7ing in 
1881, later becoming menu:::l trrining and causing the founding 
of a SeIJ8r&te school - dupont Ermu&l ~rfining High School. In 
1896 there was military drill. 
"In 1898 a Commerci81 High School was organized, whose 
boys were transferred to Male High about ten years later. All 
these subjects have ste&di1y developed, along with clubs and 
other extra-curricula activities in order to give ever 
increasing opportunities to 8.11 types of students." 
At the present tilue the personnel of the Louisville Male 
High School includeS a lJrincipel, f' student counselor t 
-20 
forty-nine teachers, three instructors in the R.O.T.C., and 
a student body of about fifteen hundred boys. 
From 1919 to 1932 the course of studies was divided 
into a Classical Course, a Scientific Course, a Commercie.l 
Course, and s Genernl Course. In 1932 a course of majors 
and minors was instituted, Which course is in effect at the 
present time. 
Chapter 3 presents the high school buckground of L.M.H.S. 
grsduates entering the U. of L. from the fall of 1930, to 
February, 1934, inclusive, a total of ten graduating classes. 
Of the 1511 boys grRduating in the ten classes 436, or 29%, 
have matriculated in the College of Liberal Arts of the 
university of Louisville; 405, or 27%, have attended other 
colleges and universities; and 670, or 44%, have not attended 
any institution of higher le8rning. There has been a represen-
tative group at the u. of L., the study of whose success by 
classes should yield worthwhile d8ta. We shall consider in 
this chapter the high school records of these gradu~tes. This 
will Serve as the high school background of the student. 
We shall first consider by classes the percentages of 
the gradup,tes who entered the D. of L., who entered other 
colleges, and who did not attend any college after graduation 
from high school. The percentages Bre given only to the nenr-
est unit Since no particulpl' end would be served by greater 
., 
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accuracy. The three categories used were determined by 
records of the 1.M.H.b., according to the transcripts asked 
for by various institutions. Since the great mejority of 
colleges require such trenscripts, we feel that this is a 
sound assumption for so grouping the gradu~tes. A check of 
the records r:t the U. of L. refined this Clflssification to 
such a degree thet any error would be slight. This system of 
compiling' the f1ctuFil number of Cf-ses for whom records are 
available at both institutions reduced the tot~~l number from 
436 to 421. ~he reasons for the varietions in size of the 
three categories used during particul~lr years are beyond the 
scope of this study. 
PERCgNTjG:;:~·j BY CLJ.SSE~ OF GRJ~DD fTEB r:HO }~NT;'mED 
THE U. OF L., WHO ATTENDF.m OTH;~R C OLL FJGES. AND 
WEO DID NOT fSTEED COIJL3GE 
Year of GrEdu8tion from IHI.1.H.S. 
1930 1930t 19D1 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 193~- 1934 1934i 
Humber in 
Graduating 123 114 
Class 
PercentBge 
of Grad. 27 
Entering 
U. of L. 
Percentage 
of Grad. 34 
Entering 
Other ColI. 
Percentage 
of Grad. 39 
Not Entering 
College 
23 
40 
140 105 
24 33 
36 26 
40 41 
203 136 197 122 240 133 
34 28 23 25 30 
23 19 32 26 25 23 
43 53 45 49 45 42 
-------------- ~-~-~~-~--~ - -- -
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The percentages of L.II.R.S. students attending the U. 
of L. varied from 23% in 1933 to 37% in 1930t; the percen-
tages attending other colleges vnried from 19% in 1932t to 
36% in 1931; and the percentages who did not attend college 
varied froID 39% in 1930 to 53% in 1932i. We see that the 
spread in percentage for the U. of L. was 14, the spread for 
those attending other colleges was 17, and for those who did 
not enter college, 14. The highest percentage of those 
a,ttending other colleges WflS at a time when the second 
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smallest percentage entered the U. of L. Attendance of L.U.H.S. 
students was average at the U. of L. when the lowest per cent 
attended other colleges Hnd when the greatest per cent did 
not enter college. on the other hand the lowest per cent 
attended the U. of L. when the third highest per cent attended 
other colleges pnd an average per cent did r..ot enter college. 
The highest per cent of those entering the U. of!1O (1930i) 
caIDe when the aecond lowest -per cent went to other colleges 
and the second lowest per cent did not enter college. The 
fourth smallest class (1930) contained the lowest per cent 
of those who did not enter college, the highest per cent 
going to other colleges, and the fourth lowest per cent 
entering the U. of L. The largest class (1934) haa. the highest 
per cent of any class not entering college, en averpge per 
23 
cent entering the U. of L., end en average per cent going to 
other colleges. 
We see that when a greater percentage went ~wey to school, 
a smaller percentage did not enter college, but the percentage 
attending the U. of L. was fe,irly consta.nt. l'Jhen the trend 
was not to attend college, the nUL~ber attending other schools 
WES always belov: their average percentage, but the r>ercentage 
attending the U. of L. did not ve,ry as much as that of the 
other college group or the non-COllege group. 
We now compare the S8,11113 ca,tegori~s as to the high school 
average. The gr~de for graduation at L.M.H.S. is between 
70~~ and 100%. The principal recommends for admiSSion to 
college those grr'duates who attF.in an average of 85~~ a,nd who 
desire to enter college. The majority of students have a.n 
average between 70% and 83%. In the present study the junior 
and senior grRdes only are conSidered in averaging, as this 
average Eiatisfies the entrance reqUirements of many colleges. 
Groups 
U. of L. 
TABLE 2 
':HE JUIUOR-r.Er~IOR SCHOLAS':IC 
GRADES hT L.M.H.S. 
Yee,r of Graduation from L.M.H. S. 
1930 1930t 1931 1931t 
No.AV. Uo. Av. No. Av. No. Av. 
23 79.1 41 79.1 33 79.1 34 82.3 
1932 
No. Av. 
70 81.5 
other Colleges 26 81.2 23 81.7 43 81.7 24 79.1 37 82.4 
Non-College 29 79.0 41 77.1 41 77.1 40 78.6 73 78.9 
Groups 
other 
Colleges 
non-College 
Tft-BLZ 2 (continued) 
Year 
1932t 
No. Av. 
38 80.5 
of Greduption from 
1933 1933i-
Ho. l"..v. NO. j;.v. 
46 80.2 31 84.1 
L .:tvi. H. S. 
1934 
NO. Av. 
71 82.8 
1934t 
!Jo. Av. 
34 85.8 
19 83.2 51 84.2 25 84.5 38 84.4 26 84.2 
64 79.9 74 79.6 52 78.6 97 80.6 61 79.8 
The range tor L. of L. WU8 from 79.1 in 1930 and 1930t 
to 85.8 in 1934i, a spread of 6.7; for other colleges, from 
79.1 in 1931t to e4.5 in 1933i, 8. spread of 5.4; and for 
those who did not attend college, from 77.1 in 1930i to 80.6 
in 1934, a spread of 3.5. Although the students entering the 
u. of L. had no high school aveJ"age lower than thft of those 
Ht other colleges, and the highest rverage Wf;S grePter, the 
average was generelly gre~ter for other colleges. ~hose who 
did not attend college were consiEtently lower in their 
averages th~n either of the o~her groups, for in no class 
did their highest ~verfige reach the lowest fVerage of the 
other two groups. Only in 19:51+ and 1934i did the ever[-:ge 
of U. of L. mGtriculates exceed th~t for other colleges, 
although in 1~31 there Wf,S bnt 0.1 difference, and 193~ a 
difference of 0.4. 
It would seem thot those grpdufltes of L.U.H.S. who 
receive the highest ~ver8ges in their junior Rnd senior 
years go to colleges other thpll the U. of L. The difference 
~-----------------------
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even if it is positive, is not greFt enough for the formula-
tion of f:ny principle 0 ~he grf:1duFtes who hr,ve the lowest f've-
r~ges do not ettend college ~s f rule. 
Io~o Scores fJre fJ third b&sis for comparison in the 
matter of high school records. (~uite a number of I.C;. scores, 
hovrever, V>tere missing. This fac t is sufficient to invalidate 
comparisons for the grvdul"ting classes of 1930 and 1930t.. 
The majority of the I.Q. scores were recorded from tests 
administered in the junior high school. The tests in LoM.H.S. 
were given only in special cases in which the gr2.des received 
were obviously out of line with the I.Q. scoreS. 
Groups 
'I'tBLE 3 
J\V,>~:"./.:,Efj OF I.r~o :::'C011.:::::' lY)E I,._~.d.S. 
GltLIJU .. ' 'rEfJ ';;tiO ;:~H~'BH::::}) TiE:: u. OF L., 
VIHO L'I'T}~NDED O'I'H'H C01L}:JES, AlJD '~lHO 
DID Nor.;:' Nl.'~.'~"~l'm COL1 EGE 
1930 
No. Av. 
Yenr of .JrHduption from 1.M.H.S. 
1930t 1931 1 9311l' 1932 
NO. Av. NO. Av. No. Av. NO. Av. 
U. of L. 4 109.3 10 122.7 21 117.4 21 110.4 58 111.2 
Other 10 114.1 10 112.1 27 113.2 13 108.1 29 114.7 
Colleges 
Non- 8 117.4 9 113.6 22 108.5 24 102.3 53 107.2 
College 
Groups 
'G. of L. 
other 
Colleges 
1932t 
Nd. Av. 
iAbLE 3 (continued) 
Yeftr of Greduation from L.M.H.S. 
1933 1933i 1934 
No. Av. No. Av. No. Av. 
1934t 
No. Av. 
29 111.2 34 104.6 20 114.0 67 110.6 26 109.0 
13 115.2 41 110.5 16 115.6 31 114.8 23 114.7 
Non-College 40 106.7 65 101.8 21 103.7 67 106.7 49 105.3 
The results of the avereges obtained from Table 2 are 
corroborated by Table 3, namely, that for a comparBble 
number of cases, the graduates of L.U.H.S. whose I.Q. scoree 
are highest go to colleges other than the U. of L. and those 
with the lowest I.Q. scores do not enter college. In each 
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case those attending the U. of L. have averages slightly lower 
than those attending other colleges and distinctly higher 
than those of gra,duates who do not enter college. The U. of L. 
attracts gre,duates of good scholastic standing, but not those 
of the highest standing. Those pupils who do not enter college 
are not of as high sta.nding a,s those who go to college. 
Rank in class f.Hso indicates the stending of the L.M.R. S. 
graduate. Rank in L.M.R.S. is from one, which is high, to 
the last number in the class. Deciles are from ten. which is 
high, to one which is the lowest decile. The table of ranks 
is given in order that a clee.rer idea me.y be ob~ained of 
the type of student who enters the U. of L. 
------------------ ----------- -
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TABLE 4 
AVERAGE PJ:.NK IN GRADUATING CLA..c)s OF 
L.M.H.S. GR1~DUATES WHO ENTERED THE 
u. of L. 
Year of Graduation from L.ll.B.S. 
1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 1933t 1934 1934t 
Average 
Rank of 66.2 55.6 69.6 39.9 92.1 69.9 110.7 47.0 112.2 44.7 
Graduate 
Number 
in GrAd- 123 
uating 
114 140 105 203 136 197 122 240 133 
Class 
Decile 
into 5 
whioh 
the aV6-
ra·ge fp·l1s 
6 6 7 6 5 5 7 6 
The average rank of the graduate wes never below the 
7 
fifth decile. Three classes hed their averf.1ge in the fifth 
decile, four in the sixth, and three in the seventh. The 
figures are not unusually high, neither are they particularly 
low. Seven of the ten classes rank in decile~ above the 
lower five deciles, the other three in the fifth decile. We 
can see from this that the average is in the upper five 
deciles. 
One of the usual questions asked by instructors and 
administrators is whether ~tudents ere ·entering college at a 
younger age than they did formerly. The results from five 
years (10 not an~wer this Question conclusively, but the data 
.-
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give an indication of the trend. Several gra du8tes in each 
class were above the normal fge because they had been com .. 
pelled to suspend their educ8tion for several yeFrs. These 
cases, however, were so rare that their influence has but 
little effect upon the general average. 
TABLE 5 
AVEHLG}~S OF ~HE IGES ()F L.LL.li.S. 
G1U~DV I 1:'3S WHO EHr::·~m:~D THS U. O~' L .. t 
AT ~HE DATE OJ!' TH:"!aH GEI.1)ut~IOn ]'HOlvI 
Average 
1930 
Yr.Mo.Daoo 
Age at 17 10 16 
time of 
Graduation 
1932t 
Yr.Mo .De.. 
18 2 13 
L.M.H.S. 
Year of Graduation from L.M.H.S. 
1930~· 1931 1931t 1932 
Yr .1vlo • Da • Yr. Mo. Da • Yr. Mo • De • Yr. Mo • De. • 
18 4 1 18 0 28 18 9 11 17 8 7 
1933 193~~ 1934 1934t 
Yr.Mo.Da. Yr.Ho.Da. Yr.Mo.De. Yr.Mo.Da. 
18 0 12 18 3 13 18 0 4 18 1 26 
From the data in Table 5 it appeFrs thft there is no 
especial change in age in relption to the year. The difference 
between the youngest and. the oldest average is one year, one 
month, and four days, and oddly enough this difference is 
between successive gradupting cl£sses t those of 1931t and 
1932. Another peculif'rity which may be coincidentrl is that 
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the average ages are alternately younger and older, beginning 
with the class of 1930. This fact verified by a check of 
other classes, would certainly answer negatively the question 
a,s to whether boys B,re entering the U. of L. at a less 
mature age than was formerly the case. 
The last table in this chapter Showing the L.M.H.S. 
background of graduetes entering the U. of L. gives the 
average number of credits earned by each class. This ta.ble 
serves only to substantiate further the comparisons which have 
already been made. For the purposes of Table 6 a credit is 
defined ~s a passing grade received UDon the completion of a 
semester's 8tudy of e curriculum subject. llUsic, PhySical 
Ed.ucation, and R.O. T.C. service are excluded, and Typing 
receives but one-half a credit. 
A.verage 
TABLE 6 
AVEP.AGE NUMBER OF CRSDITS P.ECEIVED IN 
L.r.1.H.S. BY GRADUATES ENTERUm THE U.OF L. 
Yeer of Graduation from L.M.H.S. 
1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 1933i 1934 1934t 
Number 34.7 34.2 34.2 33.7 33.9 33.3 33.6 33.2 32.8 33.3 
of 
Credits 
Eemed 
The decrease in the average number of credits earned 
can be attributed to the change in curriculuM from specialized 
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courses to the present system of majors and minors. ~he 
former program of studies, in force until the fall of 1932, 
contained more required subjects than the present program of 
studies does, and hence the number of electives was small. 
Llthough the number of credits required for graduation, 32, 
has not changed, it was not unusual for e student ~ho was 
gre.dnB.ted as late as 1932 to eern 35 or 36 credits in academio 
subjects. 
SUIIlIIlary. The greetest number of graduates did not go to 
college, but of those who did, the total number attending the 
U. of L. was greater than the total number who attended other 
colleges. The percentages of the numbers attending the U. of 
L. had a spread of 14, while those attending other colleges 
had a spread of 17, indicating a more constant attendance at 
the U. of L. The junior-senior averHges and the I.Q.. soores 
showed that the boys with the higher rating attended colleges 
other than the U. of L., but that the differences were not 
large. The high school averages and I.Q. scores of boye who 
did not enter college after graduation were significantly 
lower than those of boys entering the U. of L. The average 
rank of U. of L. enrollees was never lower than the fifth 
deCile nor above the seventh decile, a fact which indicates 
that they were above the rank of the average graduate. The 
----------- -- _. - - - - --------
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graduates in 193# hed an average ege which was as great RS, 
or greater than, that of those in 1930. The change in the 
curriculum probably caused the decrease in the e,verage number 
of credits earned in L.M.H.S. 
Chapter IV 
THE COLLEGE BACKGROUnD OF 421 
HIGH SC~OCL STUDENTS 
Chapter III 
~HE COLLEGE BACKGROUND OF 421 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
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Historical Foreword. The University of Louisville is a 
municipe.l university founded in 1837. It beca.me a member of 
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
in 1915, and wae approved by the Association of American Uni-
versities in 1936. 
The Medical School, founded in 1837, has t\ national 
prominence, and until fairly recently it overshadowed the 
other schools of the University. The School of Law was founded 
in 1846, and the Liberal Arts College in 1907, at which time 
there were gre1uate students in the College. For three years 
there was a School of public Health, which was discontinued. 
The School of Dentistry wus organized in 1918. The Summer 
School opened in 1922. The Speed School of Engineering was 
formed in 1925. The Division of Adult Education was added in 
1928, and the Graduate School as such originated in 1929. The 
Louisville MUnioipal College for Negroes wes put under the 
administration of the University in 1931. The School of MUSic 
was founded in 1932. 
The College of Liberal Arts of the University of Louis-
ville beoause of wise administration and a strong faculty 
------ -------- -------
has emerged from the shadow of the more prominent Medical 
School and is rapidly becoming nationally known by its new 
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educational policies. At the present time, 1938, there are 
60 men and 15 women on the faculty of the College of Liberal 
Arts of the University of IJouisville. TWenty-six men tlnd 7 
women are part time instructors, in the Division of Adult 
. Education and in other branches of the university. 
In 1929 the curriculum of the Liberf'l Arts College was 
changed. ~he list of prescribed COurses for entrance was 
mOdified so as to further more complete articu18tion with 
recognized high school credits. This change was preceded by 
a survey, which was made by Dr. F. J. Kelly. The survey 
resul ted in two recommends tiona, (1) closer "articulf:' tion of 
freshm8n and sophomore years with the high school curriculum 
and (2) the introduction of survey courses in the first two 
years. In 1930, the Faculty of the Liberal Arts College 
studied the objectives and organization of the college, and 
after approval by the Board of Trustees, the organization was 
changed in 1933 to what is known as the Junior-Senior College 
Organization. 
lUThe change was the more remarkable becliuse the Liberal 
Arts College of the University of Louisville is a medium-
sized, conservative, and financirlly restricted college. The 
1. Oppenheimer, J. J., Chapter XI of Whpt About Survey Courses 
by Johnson, B. L., pp. 130-150 
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college has changed redically because the ~hilosophy of the 
facul t~~ hRs changed. The year 1930 had the further si&tnifi-
ca,nce for the college for it saw (1) the esteblishment of 
the office of research secretary in the office of the dean of 
the college; (2) the wider use of e,chievement tests in study-
ing individual students and in estimatine the effectiveness 
of instruction; (3) the encouragement of SODle of the feculty 
to reore:"lnize estF;blished courses toward functional ends. 
"'::1he survey courses. V'ihich are the core of the junior 
college progrem, have this objective: to complete the general 
education of the secondAry field by gi ving the student P.n 
overview of the nature of thp. moriern world through better 
understanding of its nhysical and social natures. As established 
in the college they COIJsi~t of, I. :::!nglish Composition, 
II. Introduction to the Study of Society, III. History of 
Ci v:llizs.tion. IV. Survey of the Humanities, ?:rJ.d V. Survey of 
the Na~ur8l Science~. 
"::Jot onl~~ if:; the coll.8,~;e reassured by the improvement of 
student achievem~nt in the Junior College, but it is rlso 
proud of the feet thnt since the reorganization student mor-
tality hes decreased from 54% to ~6% in the five-year period. 
"The ~ssociEte in ~rts degree is granted upon completion 
of sixty-one hours of credit and of the sophomore comprehensive 
examinations. 
-------------- ~ -- - --- ----
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"~he present policy provided for by the General Curri-
culum follo'V7s this gene reI formula: {I} students of lower 
abilities will be encouraged to remein in the college for two 
years provided they make serious efforts and seem to be 
deriving some benefit from their college work; (2) students of 
average and better ability must sUEtain a stancting of C or 
be penalized by 'being pl~ced on probf't1on Or dropped out of 
school; (3) after a student has been in residence for one 
year and has not done satisfactory work he will be either 
placed in the General Curriculum or will suffer some penalty 
under the scholarship rule; (4) students who are definitely 
placed on the General Curriculum will be advised not to ta.ke 
courses which are definitely prerequisite to a major sequenoe 
in the Senior College." 
~he determin~tion of the collegiate background of the 
L .1l.H. S. graduates e.t the U. of L. is best found through 
comparisons of scores on placement tests, the number of 
semesters in attend.ance, the college hours ee,rned the first. 
second, s.nd fourth semesters, as well as the totel number of 
hours, the QH8lity pOints gained during the same periods, the 
distri bV.tion of grades, anet scores on sophomore ftchievement 
tests. 
The placement tests yielded fpirly large numbers, 
SUfficient in most cases for comparisons. The exception was 
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1930, when the number of cases was too meDger to w£:trrant 
conunent. The tests in ContAmporary Affairs have been given 
only since 1936. The Language Tests EWe never given in terms 
of percentiles; the other tests are. 
placement 
Tests at 
U.of L. 
TABLE 7 
~.vEru.GES 0]' SCOHES 1lADE BY L.M.H.S. 
G::UillUATES ON U. OF L. PLACEMENT T~eTS, 
GIVEN BY PERCEN~ILES 
Year of Greduation from L.M.H.S. 
1930 1930i 1931 1931~ 1932 
No~ %-i1e No. %-ile NO. %-i1e No. %-i1e No. %-i1e 
:psycho1o- 16 
gica1 
English 
53 38 
36 
57 
51 
30 
31 
31 
51 
46 
33 
33 
33 
49 
44 
49 
69 
68 
68 
52 
47 
56 Reading 
~sych. 
English 
Reading 
55 
1932t 1933 1935i 1934 1934i 
No. %-ile No. fo-ile No. %-ile No. %-ile No. fa-ile 
35 
36 
33 
47 
42 
49 
41 
42 
40 
49 
44 
41 
29 
31 
31 
63 
62 
61 
67 
67 
67 
54 
51 
47 
32 
32 
31 
56 
55 
50 
The ran~e of comparable scores for the tests is in order 
of magnitude: for ReaJing, 23; for English, 20; and for the 
psychologicpl Test, 16. ~he renge appears to be unusually 
large, but for the majority of classes the scores are grouped 
fairly closely ebout the fiftieth percentile. Teble 7 indicfttes 
F 
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only fairly noticeable correspondence between the L.M.H.S. 
average rank in the graduating class and scores on placement 
tests. The clF-sS of 1930t had an averae:e for all three tests 
above the average of most of the classes. Table 2 indicates 
the high school average of the 1930t class was below the 
scholastic average of most of the classes. The aversges of 
the class of 1931t were lower for all tests than the averages 
for most of the classes, but the scholastic average was above 
the scholastic average for most of the classes. The avere.ges 
for the class of 1933i were high both for the Placement Tests 
and the scholastic average. The correspondence between the 
two criteria is only fairly good. The predictive value of 
Table 2 and Table 7 is not high. 
We start with the average number of semester hours earned, 
to answer the question whether the first semester or the first 
year of college work is more difficult for the L.M.3..S. graduate 
at the U. of L. than the second year. The records at the U. of 
L. are complete in this respect, and in a form easy to use. 
The records for the first year (by semesters) show the number 
of hours that were earned by each boy who entered. Withdrawal 
during the first semester for whatever reason gives the graduate 
a total of zero hours. The guidance as to which courSes are to 
be taken or the number of courses attempted, has been disre-
garded, the records of semester hours governing the computations 
-". 
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for s.:'eble 8. '}ithdra-wals viith poseibilit~y of passing bring 
dovm the totals, but for the ImrpoEes of compf'rison tend to 
be distributed over the entire group. 
Humber 
of Hours 
Ec1rned 
First 
::)emester 
Second 
Semester 
.lHrst 
Semester 
Second 
Semester 
~ABLE 8 
l~VT~~l{it.,l·-:f:; Ot' ~l.dj~ IJU~,rr3~~rt ()I\ Hr:1li:cf: ~~-"BITED 
~i.{B ?IIk,':: Y~:':;:H IN ':HE U. OF L. BY 
L.M.H.S. G R~ .Dli i/I'ES 
Year of Gr~)du~,tion from L.:!I.H.S. 
1930 1930i 1931 1931-~ 1932 
Ho. L.v. No. Av. NO. Av. NO. Av. No. .Av. 
23 13.3 41 11.5 33 12.7 34 14.1 70 12.1 
20 13.1 35 12.6 31 12.0 29 13.5 52 12.2 
193213- 19~3 193~- 1934 1934l 
Ho. Av. 1~0 • Av. Ho. Av. NO. I,v. Ho. Iv. 
38 11.6 46 12.0 31 11.7 71 11.5 34 14.0 
32 12.2 38 12.3 20 13.7 51 13.5 28 13.9 
The first five cl~lsses during the first semester gained 
a higher average number of credits than the second five classes 
during the first semester. The reverse of this condition waa 
true for the second semester. The indi vidu['l greduatee may 
have elected a different nUl11ber of hours end yet hpve been 
-p ----------- - .. - ...... --.. ~.--- ..... --.-.. .. .. .. - - .... - _ .. - .... _ .. - .. 
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successful in the number of hours taken. The date of Table 8 
should not be used for prognostic purposes, but should Serve 
only as an indicator of the range of hours earned. The average 
number of hours earned was larger the second semester than 
the first semester. The withdrawals at the end of the first 
semester may be the cRusal factor. The 8rticulation between 
the data of Table 6 B.nd the data of Table 8 appears to be 
slight. The number of credits earned in IHM.H. S. seems to be 
no criterion by which to predict the probable number of hours 
earned the first or second semesters at the U. of L. 
The number of hours for the third semester was not taken, 
but the total number for the four semesters ws.s averaged. The 
number of cases for the fourth semester and for the four 
semesters was less than the number in the previous table, and 
by the same token was more selective. A greater load might 
be carried, 8. measure, Which HS a prognostic factor, would be 
to some extent neutralized by the greater possibility of failure. 
The reduced.nJlmber of cases indicates the mortality. 
TABLE 9 
AV8RAGG~ 0:;;-' THE lJm,IBER 0]' HOURS EFRNED ~HE FOURTH 
SEJ:.!IEST}~R IN THE U. 0]' L. BY L.M.H.S. GRADU1.T.ES 
AND AVERAGES 01? THE TOTlcL NUMBER OF HOURS EARNED 
Number 
of Hours 
Earned 
Fourth 
Semester 
During 
I!'our 
Semesters 
]'ourth 
Semester 
During 
Four 
Semesters 
IN FOUR SEl.1ESTERS 
Year of Greduntion from L.M.H.S. 
1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 
No. Av. No. Av. No. Av. No. Av. No. Av. 
14.2 13.9 14.6 13.7 12.8 
17 23 22 20 36 
56.6 69.4 60.6 57.8 62.6 
1932t 1933 1933i- 1934 193# 
No. Av. NO. Av. No. Av. NO. Av. No. l,.v. 
13.2 13.3 13.4 14.0 13.8 
20 24 13 34 14 
56.1 54.3 56.8 58.3 57.6 
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The first five classes earned a greater avernge number of 
hours during the fourth semester than did the second five 
classes. The general average for all classes was higher than 
the general average for either the first or second semester. 
The mortality was between forty and fifty per cent for the 
. number of students who enrolled anti the number who completed 
four semesters. The establishment of the Junior-Senior College 
Organizlition may reduce the mortality. The selectivity of 
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the group completing four semesters tends to increase the 
average of semester hours earned. Since 120 hours are usually 
required for graduation, the averages for four semesters are 
fe.irly well up to normal expectency. The fact that the load 
is heavier the second year does not necessarily mean that the 
program is more difficult. 
The averages of the q.uali ty pOints gained during the 
same periods as the semester hours earned will serve as another 
basis of determining success of the graduetes. Should the 
averages seem unusually low, it must be remembered that with-
drawals while failing 8.re given negative credit. The numbers 
of cases in each class are not given since they &re identical 
with those of Table 8. one Quality point is awarded for each 
semester hour carried with the grade of C, two quality points 
for each semester hour carried with the grade of B, etc. 
Average 
TAB1E 10 
AVERAGES 0]1 TH"ill lIUI"lBER OF ~UIJJITY pon~~'s EtRNED 
~Hg lnH~T LIm ~JEcmm f)El,lE5T:SRS BY IhM.H. S. 
GRADULTES AT THE U. OF 1. 
Number of YeHr of Gra.duation from 1.1.1.11.S. 
Quality 
POints 1930 1930i 1931 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 1933i 1934 1934i 
Earned 
First 12.9 8.2 13.4 14.4 10.8 9.3 10.9 11.6 15.4 15.4 
Semester 
Second 13.8 10.9 12.5 13.4 11.8 10.5 11.1 15.7 12.1 16.7 
Semester 
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~even of the ten cla"sses g~'.ined more quality points the 
second semeEter than they did the first semester. A compl'1rison 
of Table 8 with ~able 10 indicates the f~ct that there is no 
pattern for the ten c1t-Eses. The average number of semester 
hours does not seem ind.icative of the Hvert'ge number of qup1i ty 
pointE. This condition prev~i1s for the second semester. The 
heevier IDE d cerried the second seme ster is probf,bly responsible 
for the gre8ter number of (:u~Jli ty points earned the second 
semester. The number of vii thdrawals f t the end of the first 
semester raey have had some effect. 
The effect of withdrawals c~n be seen by the averages of 
the quplity points for the fourth semester and for the four 
sewesters. The 10~Jd for the fourth seL.ester was heavier than 
the load for either the first or second semester. The number 
of CfLses iE the S~)l:le ros the nUlllber of cfi.seE in T~'b1e 9. 
lverhge 
No. of 
(~unlity 
points 
Earned 
Fourth 
T.lJ31.E 11 
l~i/;~}~{I~G"~~() O:b' ~ll_: 1Il:.;IB~.~J.\ ()J~ ~.: ... ur}~IrM_l" .i..~'·!IIT~S 
I~I~'RITED C'i"l ~ ~i"O-LJn'~}i S:-~i:ili~:~~~~'~ EY 1,.I~.l-i.S. 
Gh.t.I)l.lI~:-~:~· /.~ S:l-I]~ l:". ~1:1 11. t J ~y) /'{:~I~.l\.G.ES 
Yehr oi ;;rF aUf; tion from 1.~~.JJ. S. 
1960 1930i 1';1;31 1~D1t 1962 19.:;2.;]2 1936 1933t 1934 1934-i 
Semester 12.3 15.7 19.1 17.6 15.8 13.9 16.0 15.1 15.1 16.7 
50.6 63.9 77.3 03.8 68.6 61.0 58.4 73.9 62.4 77.2 
Semesters 
"~( 
\ 
. 
0', 
j 
~ 
\ 
I, 
.~ 
.:\/. 
f 
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Eight classes had a higher average in quality paints the 
fourth semester than they did the first 'semester, and the 
e1vantage over the second semester was sAven to two. Since 
this wes also true of the averages of semester hours, we may 
say that the heavier the load the greater the number of 
quality points. The majority of classes had a larger number 
of quality pOints for four semesters than they had semester 
hours. The Rvereges for the four semesters seemed extraordine.ry, 
but upon rechecking the det~t it then appeared peculiar that 
they were not higher, for when students gain as many as 217, 
196, 187, or 183 quality pOints in four semesters, the 
averages must indeed be low of some. 
The success of the average L.1~.H.S. graduate at the U. of 
L. may be indicated by e combination of the number of semester 
hours earned with the number of auality pOints gained. This 
combination is made by quality points standings, which are 
obtained by dividing the number of quality pOints by the 
number of semester hours. 
.. 
, 
-
~' 
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T~LE 12 
QU~~.LITY :POINT ST~~:NDING OF L .:,f.H. s. GRADUATES 
AT THE U. OF I,. THE FIRST. SECOND. FOURTH, 
AUD TOT1~ OF FOUP. SEMESTERS 
Semester Quality Pt.st. of L.M.H.S. Grads. 
et the 1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 
TT 
OJ • of L. No. st. No. st. No. st. No. st. No. st. 
First 23 .969 41 .713 33 1.055 34 1.021 70 .892 
Second 20 1.053 35 .865 31 1.417 29 .993 52 .967 
Fourth 17 .866 23 1.129 22 1.319 20 1.285 35 1.234 
Total of 17 .994 23 1.076 22 1.278 20 1.104 35 1.304 
Four 
1932t 1933 1933i- 1934 19341-
No. st. No. st. no. st. No. st. No. st. 
First 38 .801 46 .825 31 .990 71 1.339 34 1.100 
Second 32 .861 38 .903 20 1.146 51 .897 28 1.202 
Fourth 20 1.053 24 1.203 13 1.134 34 1.078 14 1.210 
Tote.1 of 20 1.087 24 1.075 13 1.301 34 1.070 14 1.343 
. Four 
The data of Table 12 indicate the fect that four classes 
attained a C avert>ge, that is, a quality point standing of 1.0. 
the first semester; four. the second semester; nine, the fourth 
semester; and nine, the total of four semesters. Eight classes 
had a higher stending the second semester than they had the 
first semester. Eight classes had P. higher standing the fourth 
semester than they had the first semester. Seven classes had a 
":: 
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higher st~~i:lclin; thefonrth seL:le~ter th' n they hf1d the second 
8e~e8ter. Since .80 aLd 1.4 are trken a~ the limits of the 
Eecond qu~rtile ~t the L. of L., the dRt~ show one CIESS 
(1930t) viith f: ,uality point stfntling in the lowest qU8rtile 
the first semester. III other c.:u~li ty 90int st~ndings I:'re in 
the second qURrtile. 
The f'verfges Jf ' unli ty pOints PEe.. semester hours shoW' 
the success of the rver.ge student b~t do not indicrte correS-
ponderlce betvleen :.,.",~ • .l{.::... grcJdes [',ud the LJ. of L. grf'def:. The 
Success of the I .L.r:. b. om'rtile groups B t the r. of I,. will 
be sho,?,rn by their distribution c.ccording to qUfli ty !')oint 
standing. '~m"li ty point f't c nel.1ng if; o"btLined by eli viding the 
number of ~u['li ty points gr'ined by the number of semester 
hours ec1rned. ~he tV!o uprier qli.~,rtiles of I;.l,=.r:'.~. grR du8tes 
receive grade 8verc;g'es from 85~o to loo/i. 
TJBIE 13 
(-;,U:,1.-(':I1flJ :JI'TRIEij~'IOI:T 0:5' L.E.H.S. G.i:UDUI ~'~;S 
t~CGOEDIIJG ~O ;,lJ/.LIS:Y i?lnl;S ~r::."~~tEJ.~ ':.dE 
FI~;:jr: 0,;~J.;::~.iT JEt i.':: 'IlllJ ·U. -:)1:' L. 
l.unrti1e ~,u~31i ty 1'0int i::.t['nd.ing c. t . of 1" • the l, • 
at 2 or s,bove 2 
-
1 1 - 0 lTeg8 ti ve (1 ., L.i;I.il.8. Ho. JO Fa. :,'J Uo. ,a No. 5'; 
Fourth 24 6 25 6 1 1 
Third 12 :3 35 8 17 4 2 
Second 1 57 13 96 23 30 7 
]'irst 1 12 3 50 12 57 13 
Total 38 9 129 30 164 39 90 20 
}!'irst Semester 
~otal 
No. I 5'0 
51 12 
66 15 
184 43 
120 28 
421 100 
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The data of Table 13 indicate that 38 Btt~ined 8 cuality 
point standing of 2 or above, 36 of whom had e scholastic 
average of 85~~ or above. TWo graduates, whose scholastic 
£"verage wa'..> below 85~~, attained a collegit'lte standing of B 
or better. Ninety had a failing collegiate average, and of 
this number only 3 had a scholastic average of 85% or better. 
Thirty per cent had a quality point st~nding of 0, 
14C,; of whom had a scholastic avera~'e of 85% or better, and 
16% an average below 85%. Thirty-nine per cent averaged D in 
the l!. of L., 4% of whom averaged 85% or above in L.M.H.S!, and 
35% averaged 85~ or above. 
Fifty-one students were in the highest qu&rtile at 
L.H.H.3. only two of whom had P cURlity point stnnding of less 
than C at the U. of L. Fifteen per cent were in the third 
quartile, 11% of 'whom attained C Or better. Forty-three I)er 
cent were in the tJJird qunrtile t 30% of whom gained ft. r;us.li ty 
:point stf:nding of lesS than C. Tventy-eight per cent were in 
the lowest quartile at the L.H.R.S., 257b of whom had. a 
collegiate average of less thpn C. 
Theoretically, '?,11 bo~vs '~rho failed at the U. of L. would 
be expected. to come from the lOV:E'8t quartile at the L.M.H.S. 
Bight per cent of the f~1 ilp.res, h01[,'f',-(:::L', were from other 
quc.rtiles. The rUvisj_ons of the grrv1urtee by quartiles cro. by 
quality point stancines &re not similar, s.nd. the degree of 
• 
correspondence is not shown by this tRble. Table 13 has & 
fair predictive value. 
~'LBLE 14 
Iml.rn:~H 0]' CHtJJC:r-~S IN 100, OP I,.!:.H.S. 
Gn.A])UfT"!~~ Lr:~rETIr;G C~~RTLIN (~l!iI-,ITY 
POli:J'l: f3~.;~},~})IIJGS 'I'IrL~ '~!lIl~}~~ ~}~~:E~)r:'~r~ ... AT 
~uflrtile at 
L.l.I.Ji.t). 
THE U. 0]' L. 
Chances in 100 of Grrduptes j:,ttaining 
,":uali ty:::oint St~lIldings 
2 or above 2 - 1 1 - 0 
2 
negative 
Fourth 
Third 
Second 
First 
47 
18 
.5 
1 
49 
53 
31 
10 
26 
52 
42 
2 
3 
47 
i •. grrdu.fte in the fourth qUFrtile fit 1.:.:.1:.0. hps 47 
chances in 100 of attFining an 8verEge of B or above 8t the 
U. of L., and he hoe 96 chbnces in 100 of attEiniLg an 
aver~'ge of C or above. A p::rE:cdut' te in the third quprtile haa 
71 chances in 100 of attPining tn ~vera~e of C or rbove, and 
26 chpnces of h~ving a D average. A grEduFte in the second 
quartile has one chp.nce in 200 of attF'i:rling an average of B 
47 
or above, 31.5 chances in 100 of Bttpining an ~verage of C or 
above, and 16.5 chances ir~ 100 of f~cilinfY. A graduFlte in the 
lowest qUFrtile has almost an equpl chrnce to ffJil I':S he hEa 
to pass. A boy Bbove the second qurrtile has 73 chAnces in 100 
of attaining an average of C or above. A boy below the third 
-------~ .~ .. ~ ... -~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~- - ~ -~~---------~.~~-------
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quartile has 79 chances in 100 of having p,n averege below C. 
The distribution of the graduates according to the 
number of seIIiesters in attendance may enswer the question as 
to when students drop out. The class of 1934i, of course, will 
not graduate till Janue.ry, 1939. The deta were taken in the 
sumrrler of 1937, the effect of which fact would be to allow 
the class of 1934t an opportunity to attend the U. of L. five 
semesters; the class of 1934,six semesters; 1933t,seven; and 
the class of 1933 would have been the last class with suffioient 
tirr~ to oomplete eight semesters. 
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TABLE 15 
QUARTILE DISTRIBUTION OF L.I!.H.S. GRADU!.TES 
ACCORDInG TO IWMB}'JR OF SEMESTERS ENROLLED AT 
THE U. OF L. 
. / No • Quar- Yee,r of GrHduHtion from L.M.H.S. 
"-
Sem. tile 
at at 1930t 1931i 1932t Tot. 1934 
u.of L.1I.[. 1930 1931 1932 193:3 1933i 193# 
L. H.S. 
4th 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 15 
:3rd 1 2 1 4 8 
8 2nd 2 :3 4 1 2 1 1:3 
1st 2 2 1 2 1 8 
Tot. 5 8 8 7 4 9 :3 44 
-
4th 4 
:3rd 2 
7 2nd 1 1 1 :3 
1st 1 1 1 :3 
Tot. 2 1 1 1 1 6 6 
4th 1 1 4 1 7 4 
3rd 1 2 :3 6 2 14 1 7 
6 2nd 1 :3 4 5 1 7 21 10 
1st :3 2 1 1 2 9 2 
Tot. 4 :3 7 9 17 :3 8 51 :3 21 
4th 1 1 2 2 
3rd 1 1 2 1 :3 
5 2nd 1 4 1 1 2 9 1 :3 1 
1st 2 1 1 2 1 1 8 
Tot. :3 6 1 2 :3 :3 4 21 1 4 6 
4th 2 1 1 4 1 4 
:3rd 1 1 2 4 1 4 2 
4 2nd :3 :3 4 3 2 15 1 :3 1 
~~" 1st 1 1 3 2 :3 1 :3 14 1 
Tot. 5 4 5 3 8 4 8 37 2 8 8 
4th 1 1 1 1 
3rd 1 1 2 
':: :3 2nd 1 1 2 3 4 4 3 18 1 1 :3 
1st 2 1 1 5 4 1 14 2 2 1 
Tot. 1 3 3 6 9 8 4 34 4 3 7 
4th 1 1 1 1 
3rd 1 1 1 2 3 
2 2nd 4 1 3 8 3 3 22 2 9 4 
1st 2 6 5 1 3 7 24 2 
Tot. 2 10 6 4 10 6 10 48 4 14 7 
4th 1 1 
3rd 1 1 2 1 3 1 
1 2nd 3 2 9 4 3 21 7 11 :3 
1st 3 2 2 8 1 5 21 2 6 2 
Tot. 3 6, 2 2 18 6 8 44 11 21 6 
,- Total 23 41 33 34 70 38 46 285 31 71 34 
--------~ - - - - -. - -- -----.- -
Table 15 shows tha.t L.ll.H. S. students of the third and 
fourth quartiles tend to remain in the U. of L. longer than 
do the pupils of the first and second quartiles. In the 
classes studied, the boys of the first quartile dropped out 
in large numbers the first term, and, in succeeding terms, 
continued to drop out by large percentages, though the 
numbers decreased as the groups grew smaller. Thirty-one 
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students out of the total number of 120 of the first quartile 
reme,ined one term only; 26 remained two; 19, three; 15, four. 
At the same time out of a total number of 184, the second 
quartile lost, also in decreasing numbers, 42, 37, 23, and 20. 
No such scheme appeared in the losses from the third and 
fourth quartiles, the numbers running 7, 3, 3, 11 for the 
students of the third quartile and 2, 3, 3, 9 for students of 
the fourth out of totsl numbers of 66 and 51, respectively. 
Seventeen of the totsl number who remained in the U. of L. 
four terms or less, were from the fourth quartile, 28 from 
the third, 122 from the second, and 91 from the first. While 
approximately 4.7 times as many students from the first and 
second quartiles BS from the third and fourth remained two 
yea.rs or less, the percentages from the lower qup,rtiles were 
gres,ter in proportton during the first, second, and third 
terms than were percentages of losses from the upper quartiles. 
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The first and second quartiles lost the following numbers: 
73 of the tota·l of 82 students remaining only one term, or 
approyimately eight times as many students as were lost by the 
third and fourth quartiles; 63 of the 73 remaining two terms. 
e little more than six times as many; 42 of the 48 remaining 
three terms, about six times as many; but only 35 of the 55 
remaining four terms, just one and three-fourths times as many. 
The dropping out of a larger percentage of lower than of 
upper quartile students confirms what we should expect. 
The percentage of 1.M.H.S. students remaining two years 
or less tendS to increase. A study of the numbers remaining 
one year or less indicates ~n irregular trend for the first 
six classes, then a consistently large loss from each of the 
last four classes. In the first class studied, 1930, 5 out 
of 23 students, approximately 22%, remained at the U. of L. 
two semesters or less, while the last class, 1934i, lost 13 
of 34, or 38%. The class of 1931t lost only 6 of 34, or 
18%; but the classes of 1935i and 1934 lost 15 of 31, or 48%, 
and 35 of 71, or 49%,respectively. 
The tendency for student mortality to increase in recent 
years is seen again in the figures for four terms. The class 
of 1930, by the end of the sophomore year, lost 11 of 23 
stUdents, or 48% of the total; the class of 1934i lost 28 of 
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34, or 82%. other classes showed losses as low as 44%, or 15 
students out of 34 for the class of 1931}, a.nd losses as high 
a.s 67%, or 21 students out of 31, for 1933c]r, the class that 
showed the percentage next to the highest figure, that of 
82% in 1934t. L.M.H.S. does not have a.s great a chance of 
success as formerly, as far as duration of stay is concerned. 
The increasing losses during the first and second years 
may be accounted for by a variety of factors. One cause not 
to be overlooked is the possible effect of the reorganization 
of the high school curriculum, which took place in 1932, 
permitting a student to graduate from high school with majors 
and minors largely of his own choosing as opposed to the 
former method of a prescribed college preparatory course. 
Another possible expla.nation may be found in the stricter 
grading in college in recent years. Still another reason 
may be an economic one and may have some connection with the 
fact tha,t the majority of L.M.H.S. boys are enrolled 1n high 
school in the R.O.T.O. unit and are outfitted with uniforms, 
Shirts, and caps. This aid may make the burden of outfit-
ting themselves in college an increasingly difficult one 
for L.M. H.S. graduates. Oauses intangible as well as tangi-
ble play a part in the success of students in college. The 
chances are that the combination of causes differs greatly 
for individuals. 
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The most thpt can be done here is to show what chunces 
the average boy, or better still, the student in each of the 
L.M.H.S. gra.duating quartiles, has for success in the U. of L. 
Table 16 and Table 17, bused on Table 15, show by totals 
in quartile ranking, more clearly than can Table 15 show by 
years, the chances of success that graduates will hfl.ve as 
measured by length of st~y. The figures for Table 16 were 
compiled from seven lIOM.H. S. greduating classes, 1930 through 
1933, a·nd included 285 students enrolled at the U. of L. for 
eight semesters or less. 
TABLE 16 
NUMBER OF CHANCES IN 100 OF L.M.H.S. GRADUATES 
REMA.IUnW O1fE TO EIGHT CEiiIESTERS fiT THE U. OF L. 
BhSED OU LENGTH OF STAY A~ THE U. OF L. OF 285 
STUDENTS IN SEVEN GRADUA~InG CLAS~~,ES FROM 1930 
Quartile at 
L.M.H.S. 
Fourth 
Third 
Second 
First 
THROUGH 1933 
Number of Semesters at the U. of L. 
876 543 2 
50 
25 
11 
8 
o 
o 
2 
3 
23 
44 
17 
9 
7 
6 
7 
8 
13 
13 
12 
14 
3 
3 
15 
14 
3 
3 
18 
23 
1 
o 
6 
18 
21 
Table 16 indicates that graduates of the third and fourth 
quartilea, who enter their fourth year at the U. of L., are 
not likely to drop out during the senior year but will 
continue through .the eighth semester. The chances are that 
only 2 in 100 of the second quartile end 3 in 100 of the 
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first quartile who reach the seventh semester will fail to 
continue. The figures regarding the lower quartiles may seem 
unusut;!,lly small t but the fact must be borne in mind that the 
mortality of students of the two lower quartiles is very heavy 
in the freshman and sophomore years. 
1.u:..r.H.3. graduates of the fourth C']uartile have 50 chfl.nces 
in 100 of completing eight semesters and 73 chances in 100 of 
completing six semesters. compared to fourth quartile students. 
only one-he·lf as many students of the third quartile are 
likely to remain eight semesters, although 69 in 100 of the 
third quartile will complete their junior year, almost as large 
a percentage as for the fourth quartile. students of the 
second quartile have 11 chances in 11[) of completing eight 
semesters, that is, less than one-half as many chances as 
students of the third quartile Rnd less than one-fourth as 
many chances as students of the fourth quartile. Students of 
the first quartile have 8 chances in 100 of remaining through 
the senior year, or less than one-third ~lS many chance. as 
graduates of the third que,rtile and less than one-sixth as 
many chDnces as graduates of the fourth quartile. 
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The chances ere that no graduate of the top ~uartile will 
drop out at the end of his first semester and only 6 out of 
100 of the third quartile will fail to continue, but 18 out of 
100 and 21 out of 100 of the second and first quartiles. 
respectively, will fail to complete more than one semester. The 
chances are that comparatively few L.M.I~.S. grs.duetes of the 
upper quartiles will drop out at the end of the first or even 
the second yeer, while a. noticeably large number of the 
lower quertiles will not survive. The chances are that only 
3 of 100 in the fourth quertile will stop fit the end of the 
first year, and 19 of 100 at the end of the second year. 
students of the third quartile will likely lose 9 of 100 at the 
end of the first ye~r, and 25 of 100 at the end of the second. 
On the other hand, 36 of 100 students of the second quartile 
will be lost the first yeer, and 63 of 100 the second, while 
44 of 100 of the first quartile will go the first year and 
72 of 100 the second. 
TJ\BLE 17 
nULiJ3En '~'J:\ ChI':~C3~) IN 100 Or' L.~:.H.S. GHLDUL'.:'ES 
l-C:~l .. :l..IIJ·I:~:] ()lJ= ~'C) E~OL;l-<~ ~ ... ,~.,Sl.iE~:~r: -~.:~ .L~' ~it~ Ll. 0]' L. 
BL~ED or.: lZr;G':..'H n}l :;r;:LY .r~ Cd;'; u. m 1,. OF 258 
::~':'1TD:~W:S III ':.:'J: I.~.E.S.~}lU,-k.rrI:;~ C};],")SES 
1'lWlvI 1930 ~'Hr;Or GH 1934t 
~uartile at iTumber of Lemesters fit the u. of 
L.llI.H.S. 4 3 2 1 
Fourth 53 18 18 11 
Third 39 11 26 25 
f:econd 17 19 30 34 
}Pirst 16 21 29 34 
L. 
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Table 17 indicates, according to qUF1rtile ranking, the 
L. through four semesters. The figures were compiled from ten 
L.li.H.S. grHdupting classes, 1930 through 1934i:, comprising 
R total of 258 students enrolled at the U. of L. for four 
semesters or less. T!"ble 17 shows more clearly ths.n could Table 
15 the fact that the chances ~lre distinctly in favor of students 
of the upper quartiles remFining at the U. of L. a longer time 
than do students of the lower quartiles. Students of the 
fourth qU8rtile hElve 53 chrnces in 100 of rempining four semesters 
and just 11 chEnces in 100 of dropping out after one term. 
BOys of the first quartile, on the other hand, hrve just 16 
chrmces in 100 of remAining four terms and 34 chances in 100 of 
remaining only one semester. Ghences for the second quartile are 
remarkably Similar to those of the first. Thirty-four students 
in 100 are likely to remAin one semester and only 17 four 
semesters. Students of the third quartile are more likely to 
remain four terms than are students of the lower qURrtiles; in 
fact, the former have more thf'n twice PS many ch8nces of 
remaining two full years. 
Sophomore Comprehensive Tests are administered upon the 
completion of the fourth semester for purposes of predicting 
future success in light of past performances. During some years 
the data were numerous for some particulpr tests but meager for 
~-~--- -~----------
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others. ~he averages in Table 18 vre given in percentileS, 
which are comparative with nationsl percentiles for the years 
of 1932-1934t inclusive. A percentile of 63 during this 
period indicates that such ~n average was 13 percentiles above 
the averBge for the nation's liberal prts colleges, tested. 
The varietions in the numbers tested are caused by subsequent 
testing of some who omitted certain tests. Other stUdents did 
not take these tests because of Vvi thdr8w&.1. 
T!,BLE 18 
AV-':'HJ::SS O? :"'J-n E~;l1CI~~;:ILES j;.CHPWED BY 1. ~:_. H. s. 
GRj~DU.f~·ES OIr ':HE f~·OPHOljI0::3 C:\1ij?~1~Hi~~rSI~IE ~~~~':S 
ji,~',' :"'llli I;. OF L. 
Year of}radw:,tion from L.lI.h.S. 
1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 
:;)ophomore 
Compre-
hensive no. %-i1e !TO. ~;G-tle rIo. ~~-ile 1'To. )~-ile !:To. ';~-ile 
Tests 
His. ~.s. 2 
j!'or. Lit. 
]'ine Arts 
Tot.Gen.Cul. 3 
Total Eng. 2 
Lit. Aca. 3 
Gen. Sci. 5 
Vlld. Hist. 2 
Cont. Aff. 2 
H~S. s.s. 
For. Lit. 8 
l!'ine Arts 8 
Tot.Gen.Cul. 8 
Total Eng. 12 
Lit. Acq. 8 
Gen. Sci. 11 
~~ftt.Hi~f: i~ 
79 
55 
44 
66 
44 
72 
97 
3 47 
3 --39 
3 21 
10 61 
3 34 
11 57 
12 63 
3 47 
3 45 
1933 
2 
2 
2 
18 
2 
17 
20 
2 
2 
50 14 59 
68 6 44 
63 7 49 
62 8 54 
27 13 40 
64 11 56 
63 20 67 
56 9 38 
62 13 68 
27 
6 
6 
6 
26 
6 
26 
6 
26 
65 
73 
65 
76 
61 
74 
80 
66 
7E! 
64 17 
74 17 
65 17 
51 17 
58 17 
70 17 
63 17 
76 17 
60 11 66 
60 11 65 
63 11 72 
60 10 56 
50 10 48 
54 10 66 
60 10 71 
62 10 77 
28 84 12 76 
29 58 12 67 
28 69 12 '19 
28 51 12 59 
29 54 12 61 
27 65 12 63 
29 65 12 '16 
29 79 12 78 
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~he results are plefBin~ for they comp~re very fEvor~bly 
with the nt!.tionhl percelitiles on these tests. In p8rticul~r the 
c18sses of 1934~i and 1932 Vlere outstanding, for each had but 
one Rverage bele'll! the sixtieth percentile, the one being World 
Hif::tory in 1932, and ~otpl English in 1934i. The averf'ges 
for ·:}eneral Science seemed very high throughout the last nine 
clpsses. ~he averages for Contempor~ry Affpirs were well above 
the fiftieth percentile, as were the rver2ges for Foreign 
I,i terature. 'I'he highest avereg'e for more than ten cases was 84 
in 1!'oreign Li tere ture in 1934. Illore students 'v7ere tested in 
the later classes, Bnd there seems to be a higher average. 
SUIllIiiHry: The scores mr:de by L.lII.H.:::>. grFduptes on the u. 
of L. Placement ~ests corresponded roughly with high school 
grades 'when vver&ges of the tV10 me8sures were taken. The 
grs dU8.tes were fpDrOxiT1l~l tely four percentile points obove the 
median for [111 tests. The 8ver~;ges of the hours earned the 
first, second. and fourth semesters indicnted th8t f hef'vier 
schedule was carried in suce:essive semesters. WithdrawEl of 
weaker students Wf.S pobably the reason for 8 higher average 
of quality points gained in successive semesters by stUdents 
who remained at the U. of L. The datn indic~ted the fact that 
students who attended the U. of L. four semesters obteined a 
quality point standing of 1.0 or better, with the exception of 
the class of 1930. With this single exception all L.~.H.S. 
cle.sses showed a Cjuf.tli ty point st~mding of 1 plus for four 
.. 
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semesters. Data indicated the fact that L.M.H.S. boys attending 
the U. of L. four semesters have varying chances of Rcquiring 
the quality point standing of their graduating classes. At 
the two extremes were students of the fourth quartile with 
47 ch&nces in 100 of attaining a auality point standing better 
than their class find students of the first Quartile with 89 
chances in 100 of showing a standing lower then the,t of their 
class. Chances of showing the class standing of between 1.0 and 
2.0 were as follows for the different quartiles: fourth, 49 
chances in 100; third, 53 in 100; second, 31 in 100; first, 
10 in 100. The fact that third quartile ~tudents showed 53 in 
100 as compared to 49 in 100 for fourth quartile students of 
reaching the cla,ss averf.ge may be explained by the fa·ct that 
the third quartile showed only 18 in 100 as compared with 47 
in 100 for the fourth quartile of att8.ining a standing higher 
than thet of their class. 
Students of the upper two quartiles tended to remain in 
the U. of L. a longer time than did students of the lower 
quartiles. De ta showed that the total percente.ges of students 
remaining one year or leSS and also the percentages remaining 
two years or less tended to increase with the passing of years. 
Figures according to quartile rankin€,"' indicated what might have 
been expected. ChR.nces of success as measured by duration of 
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time spent at the U. of L. are greatest for the fourth quartile, 
the third, second, and first quartiles following in the order 
named. Students of the fourth quartile showed a better than 
even chance of staying four semesters and an even chance of 
staying eight semesters. On the other hand, students of the 
first quartile showed only 16 chances in 100 of staying four 
semesters and 8 chances in 100 of staying eight semesters. 
Chances of the second quartile Were but slightly better than 
those of the first quartile. Chances of the third quartile were 
better the.n twice those of the second, and one-half tho se of 
the fourth. 
The scores of the Sophomore Comprehensive Tests from 1931 
through 1934t compared fRvorably with the scores of the nation's 
liberal arts colleges. The U. of L. scores in practically every 
case were substantially above the national median. 
~--------------------~~~------~--~~~~~~--
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Cha.pter V 
DISTRIBUTIon OF GRADES A!m 
COMPARISON OF QUARTILES 
• 
Chapter V 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES AND COMPJ.-RISON 
OF CUARTILES 
The traditional measurement of success in school 
whether it be elementary, secondary, or on the college level. 
ie by scholastic grades. Try as some educators will, the 
fact remains that the judgment of the instructor, though it 
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may be subjective in nature, is the best criterion we have_of 
the Success of the student. The hours of credit, and to & 
greater degree the quality pOints, depend upon grades in 
college. We shall consider the correspondence or non-correa-
pondence of gre.des received in high school with grades 
received in college, how the grades are distributed, and the 
combination of grades end subject fields. 
No attempt will be made to find the rele.tion between 
grades and the instructorw who awarded the gredes. All grades 
will be given equal weight nothwithstanding the instructor 
or his pecu.liarities of grading. 
The U~ of L. uses the system of grs.ding on the normal 
distribution curve. The five grades A.B,C.D, end F are used, 
the letter F representing the failing grpde. The variations 
of the averages as compiled in the tables on Quality pOints 
might be explr:>.ined by B. scrutiny of the figures in the following 
tables. The percent~ges of the numbers are given rather than 
.-
e, 
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the total numbers themselves, for percentages msy be used 
more easily in comparisons. The relation of grades made by 
L.M.H.5. graduates to the grades made by the entire College 
may indicRte the Success of the IuE.li.S. student. 
TABLE 19 
P}jRC~N~'!,G3S OF L .1,i.H. S. GRl~DUL'l:g5 ACCOHDI1m 
~O THE m{i..DES m~CEIVED ~H:~ FLtST YEIR p"~ THE 
U. OF L. ArID '1:H:~ ~~.AJ.I~ :PERC~lTTjiGE;:: FOR ~HE 
EIF'::'I1ili COLLBGE 
:Percentages of ~Tumbers Enrolled in u. of L. 
Arranged According to Date of Gradu.ation from 
L.l(.f.II.S. with Percentages for the College 
Grades 1930 1930~ 1931 1931t 1932 
UJiHS-.ALL I;lllHS-ALL LllliS-LLL 1]lliS-l:.LL L1mS-1UIL 
A. 5 11 6 11 13 11 3 9 11 9 
B 20 25 16 26 17 26 26 26 14 26 
C 45 33 40 36 35 36 38 37 39 37 
D 25 18 25 16 17 16 23 17 24 17 
F 5 13 12 9 18 9 10 11 12 11 
1932t 1933 19331- 1934 1934~ 
L1lliS - ALL 1l';IHS - ALL LI-mS-ALI. U:lliS-]'JJI, I,l,·i}1S-ALL 
A 8 10 1 10 15 10 4 10 7 10 
B 15 28 19 28 15 27 19 27 20 28 
C 38 37 47 37 38 39 43 39 49 41 
D 27 15 22 15 23 14 25 14 23 13 
F 12 10 11 10 9 10 9 10 1 9 
A fairly well brc18nced distribution seems to exist 
the five grl"'ldes for T "- c: .... ~ .1 ..• -.'1 • k" • grFl du8tes d.uring the five 
although a larger percentage received D's than B's and 
for 
ye f4 rs, 
a larger 
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percentage failed than received A's. Seven classes from 
L.M.H.S. received a lower percentage of Bfa than the entire 
College received. Eight classes received a higher percentage 
of C's than the entire College, and the other two classes 
were but one percentage pOint lower. Each of the classes 
received a higher percentE?ge of D's than did the entire 
College, and the difference was from 6 percentage pOints in 
1931~ to 12 percentage pOints in 1932t. Five classes received 
a higher percentage of F's, a.nd the saLle number received 8. 
lower percent£ge of F's than the entire College received. It 
appears that the failures f1.re fairly constant in comperison, 
but that L.1:.H.S. graduates succeed at a lower level then the 
entire college. 
The effect of withdrawals upon the distribution of the 
grades ~ay be seen by a comparison of the grades of L.M.H.S. 
graduptes with the grades for the entire College during the 
second year. 
r 
.. 
Grades 
A 
B 
C 
D 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
F 
TABLE 20 
PEHCENTI,GES 0]' L.M.H.S. GHLDUITES ACCORDING 
?O ~niE GRLDES !~ECEIVED ~HE SECOND YEtR AT 
THE U. OF L., AND THE SJjv:S P!~RCENTLGBS POR 
THE EUr:::IRE COLLEGE 
Percentages Enrolled in U. of L. Arranged by Date 
of Graduation from L.lvI.H. S. with .Percentages for 
the College 
1931t 1930 1930t 1931 1932 
LMHS-.ALL L1rn.S -l.LL LMHS-AL1 L1mS-ALL LMHS-ALL 
1 11 7 9 16 9 9 10 8 10 
25 26 11 26 27 26 24 28 23 28 
50 36 44 37 31 37 38 37 39 37 
17 16 29 17 23 17 23 15 22 15 
8 9 8 10 2 10 6 10 8 10 
1932t 1933 1935i 1934 1934t 
1.MHS-iUJL LMHS-ALL LIvlliS - ALL 1MRS-ALL Ll,lliS-ALL 
7 10 5 10 14 10 6 10 7 11 
22 27 30 27 17 28 25 28 26 29 
44 40 37 39 40 41 47 41 41 40 
21 22 21 14 22 13 18 13 21 12 
5 7 7 10 7 9 4 9 4 8 
The percentages of failures for L.I,T.H.b. graduates 
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were 
smaller for the second year than they were for the first year. 
The percentages of A's were about the saBe for both years. 
The entire College had 20% more A's than L.M.H.S. graduates 
had for the five years. The entire College had 36% more B's 
than JJo],f • .ti. S. graduates had for the five years. 1.M.H. S. 
graduates had 63% more D's than the entire College. The entire 
College had 33~b more FI s than the 1.M.H.S. graduates. Each of 
the ten classes hEd a lower percentage of F's than the entire 
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College. Each of the ten classes had a higher percentage of 
D's than the entire College. The more striking features were 
the small percentages of f~ilures, the incre~se in ,eroentRges 
of B's, and the deorease in the percentages of D's of the 
second year in oomparison with the first. 
We sh~ll consider now the grades translated into quality 
pOints according to quartile distribution. In Table 21 the 
divisions of the quality points were made from B oonsideration 
of (1) the grade divisions (2) the number of gradu~tes who 
reoeived fl negative number of quality pOints (3) the number 
of semester hours oarried normally and (4) the fact that an 
upper group, So lower group t and two middle groups sep9.ra te 
the graduates into groups of com~arable numbers. The two upper 
quartiles of L.U.li.S. graduates, as sta,ted before, receive 
grade averages from 85% to 100%. These gre.du~tes are 
recommended to college by the principal. The following table 
can be used for observing the articulation between high school 
averages and collegiate gredeE. An examination of the 
quartiles might indicate the success of the four groups. 
- ---------- -------------
TABLE 21 
QUARTILE DIftTRIBUTIOU Oli' Q.UALE~Y POIIlTS 
RECEIVED BY L.M.H.S. GRADUATEf.; THE lnRST 
SEilESTER AT THE U. OF L. 
No. 
Q.ual. 
Pts. 
("uar-
tile 
at 
L.M. 
Year of Graduation from L.M.H.S. 
at 
U.of 
L. 
R.S. 1930i 1931* 1932t 1933t 1934t 
by 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 
Scho1. 
Av. 
4th 
Less 3rd 
than 1 2nd 1 
1st 2 
4th 
1-15 3rd 1 
2nd 
1st 8 
4th 
15-30 Brd 
2nd 5 
1st 2 
4th 
30 3rd 2 
and 2nd 1 
More 1st 1 
5 
7 
9 
8 
1 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 3 G 4 1 
6 6 12 6 9 
1 2 2 1 
5 G 22 11 12 
72755 
S a 3 1 3 
1 5 6 1 
4 4 349 
2 1 2 
3 2 612 
1 1 331 
1 
1 
2 
G 10 1 
2 9 2 
1 
237 
G 20 10 
321 
442 
B 10 4 
7 2 
1 
315 
1 1 
Total 
1 
2 
38 
61 
1 
19 
101 
48 
23 
31 
43 
10 
25 
14 
1 
2 
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In ten graduRting classes one boy of the highest quartile 
in L.]X.H.S. dropped to the failing group at the u. of L. TWo 
boys of the third qusrtile dropped RS low as the fHiling group 
at the U. of L. Fifty boys r~nked in the highest quartile at 
L.M.H.S., of whom 48 were divided almost eCluelly between the 
C group [md B or bet ter group pt the U. of IJ. TWO boys of the 
third quartile at L.U.H.S. dropped as low as the failing group 
--- ------- -- -
.. 
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at the U. of L. Fourteen of the third qu~rtile were ranked in 
the B or better group ~t the U. of L. The majority of the third 
quartile were divided between the D group and the C group at 
the U. of L., more being CIRSsified in the C group than in the 
D group. One boy who ranked in the second quartile ~t 1.M.H.S. 
aChieved the B or better group et U. of 1., one hundred one 
mAintained the same group number, Hnd of those,in the second 
que,rtile more incre8.sed their group number standing than 
lowered it nt the U. of 1. One hundred twenty-one graduates 
rRnked in the lowest quartile 8t 1.M.H.S., Sixty-one of ~hom 
ranke d in the failing group at the U. of JJe, and sixty 
improved their standing, ten to the C group ani two to the B 
or better group. 
Invariably more student s reT:§l ine d in the lize numbered 
group in the U. of L. in which the~7 were ranked at L.M.H.S •• 
then changed their grov,ing, but the difference is Rmall enough 
to raise the question whether the degree of corres~ondence is 
sufficient to have meaning. The predictive velue of this 
table is in conEe~uence rether low. 
~e may diE cover more Rbout the success of the various 
groups of L .1,:. H. s. gradur: teE if we consider the number of 
qUHllty pOints ef'r:necl d.tlring four £emerte:cs et the LT. of 1. 
The study of &. table of distril'vtlon 'by quartiles of the 
graduates may illdicate the reliEbili t;T of d[ tl. v:hich h8B 'been 
--- -- --~--- --- ~---'-----. 
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gi veL ~rfviously. In Table 22 the compile.. tion of qv.Fli t;r pOints 
'11[.6 bes9l1 on (1) the number of hourE cs,rried by the average 
graduate and (2) the number of (,ueli ty points I?warded for the 
various grndeso 
ThELE 22 
(~lT;~I~:I!..~ DI~T:iI3r~TI01T (lP Q,l;l'J. I~Y :e()IIJS;~ 
~;"'~~~IJI~{.s:; BY I,.lE.l~.S. G·::...~:)U1/,.TE~ ':FrS ~IRST 
FOIT:1- ~E: =~. ~~~··~;~·~S .4~ r;?~"S tf. (1:' .lJ. 
:ot. 
no. 
"u['l. 
litE> • 
G;,uar-
tile 
at 
!X,te of Gr[lduetion from L.U.H.d. 
at 
U.of 
L. 
dur-
ing 
4 semes-
ters 
4th 
Less 3rd 
than 1 2nd 
1st 
4th 
1-60 3rd 
2nd 
1st 
4th 
60-120 3rd 
2nd 
1st 
4th 
120 & 3rd 
More 2nd 
1st 
Total 
1930i 1931t 19321- 1933--~- 19341;-
1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
6 
7 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
5 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4 
1 
2 2 
1 
2 8 
4: 4 
3 2 
5 9 
3 1 
1 6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
7 
2 
5 
6 
1 
1 
2 3 
3 14 
2 1 
1 :3 
2 10 
1 
3 1 
1 
2 
2 
:3 
3 
3 
17 23 22 20 35 20 24 13 3'4 14 
Total 
2 
11 
1 
13 
53 
31 
22 
34 
23 
5 
20 
5 
2 
222 
During the five year period, 1930 through 1934i, no 
L.M.H.S. graduate in the third or fourth quartile dropped as 
low as the failing group et the U. of L. Thirteen of 222 
69 
students, or 67~' were in the fniling group. Ninety-eight of 
222, or 44~, geined from 1 to 60 quality points. Eighty-four 
of 222, or 38~b, gained from 60 to 120 qupli ty points. TWenty-
seven of 222, or l~o, geined more than 120 quality points. one 
gradu8te of the fourth quartile earned less than 60 quality 
points. '-2he forty-three graduntes in the fourth quartile were 
almost evenly divided between the two highest groups. The 
chflnces are 98 in 100 that a grRduf1te in the fourth quartile 
will gpin 60 or more cuplity points during the first four 
semesters 8t theU. of L. J?1fty-two grpduates were in the 
third quartile, and 34, or 65~b, of these g8ined from 60 to 120 
quality paints. The chances are 75 in 100 thet e graduate in 
the third qunrtile will gRin 60 or more quslity points in 
four semesters. Eighty graduptes were in the second quartile, 
and the uhflnces are 69 in 100 of a gradu8te in the second 
Quartile g8ining less then 60 quality paints. Forty-seven 
graduates were in the first cuertile, and the chances are 89 
in 100 of a gradupte in the first qU[1rtile gF1ning lesb than 
60 quality points. A graduate in the first quartile has no 
chBnce of gf:rining more than 120 quplity points. 
A comparison of the tables of (luelity pOints for one 
semester and for four semesters, ~able 21 and THble 22, 
indicates thf't the numbers in the higher two quartiles v/ere 
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more conetant than the numbers in the lower two quartiles. 
~ better comp9 rison of the tenure of certain groups might 
be made by qU'1rtiles arrenged according to grsciss received in 
L.M.H.S. l!'ifty of the highest quartile in L.M.E.S. remained 
one semester, 42 of whom stayed four semesters. Fifty-one of 
66 boys in the second highest quartile were in attendance at 
the end of four semesters. seventy-nine of 190 boys in the 
second quartile received quality points for four semesters. 
Forty-seven of 116 students who were in the lowest c;uertile 
stayed four semesters. 
Tobles 21 e,nd 22 create en impression that there is some 
relationship between grades received in L.M.H.S. and those 
received in the U. of L. Correlption coefficients might help 
to check this impression. According to eXple,netions of coeffi-
cients of correlation there should be a certain number of 
cases before the degree of re19tionahip can be ascertained. 
A small number of cases would indicate only that relationship 
is present without showing the degree. The tAbles which 
follow should indicate in either case the validity of the 
aforementioned impression. 
T.1BLE 23 
CORRELATION BETWEEN GRADES RECEIVED IN 
L.1:.H.S. AND GRADEZ RECEIVED THE FIRST 
SEME~TER i:l.T THE U. O:b' L. 
Year of Graduation from L.M.H.S. 
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1930 193Qi 1931 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 1933i 1934 1934i 
Coeffi-
cient 
of .526 .564 .736 .741 .753 .709 .561 .803 .564 .639 
corre-
lation 
(r) 
P.E. {r).102 .077 .061 .102 0050 .056 .073 .050 .058 .072 
No. of 
cases 23 41 33 31 70 38 45 31 71 34 
The data from Table 23 indicate that there is a definite 
,relptionship between the grades (shown by quality points) for 
the first semester At the U. of L. and the averages of the 
grades received in the junior and senior years in L.M.H.S. The 
classes of 1932 and 1934 had a sufficient number of cases to 
confirm this statement. The probable errors of the coefficients 
of correlation are small enough to conform to what has been 
said. The correlation for the entire group is .660 with a 
probable errOr of .070. There seems to be predictive value in 
the grades in L.ll/i.H.S. fqr success in the U. of L. The data 
of Table 23 is strengthened by the data of Table 13. 
The number of L.M.H.S. graduates in attendance for four 
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semesters is less than the number of grad.uates in attendance 
for one semester, but the number is sufficient to show whether 
any relationship is present. 
TABLE 24 
COHEELITION BE~WEEN GRLD"SS R:~C-SIVED In 
IhM.H.S. AIm GR!,DES m~CEIVED FOP. flOUR 
SEUE;.JTJ~l\S AT TAB U. OF L. 
YeAr of Grl?JduFition from L.l!I.h.S. 
1930 193~~ 1931 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 1933t 1934 1934i 
Coeffi-
cient 
of .463 .584 .666 .796 .669 .682 .720 .367 .664 .428 
corre-
lation 
(r) 
P.E. (r) .139 .096 .089 .059 .066 .078 .072 .180 .060 .161 
No. of 
cases 17 23 22 22 34 20 24 12 34 14 
The data of Table 24 indicste that a positive relation-
ship exists between grades in L.M.H.S. end grBd.es, shown by 
quality points, received for four semesters at the U. of L. 
The coefficient of correl[tion should be at least four times 
the probable error of the coefficient of correlFtion to show 
that some relfltionship is present. Seven classes conform to 
this standard, 8. fact which is sufficient to substantipte the 
statement that there is relationship between the two 
cri teria. Table 24 has some predictive value though less 
than that of Table 23. 
Summary. A comparison of grades for L.M. H. S. gra.duates 
wi th gra,des for the entire College for the first year 
indicated a skew toward the lower grades. A correction of 
this was made the second year, particularly in regard to 
the F' s, where the skew was in the oPPosite direction. The 
percentages of C' s were higher for both years for L.M.H.S. 
graduates than for the entire College,and the same was 
true for D's. The percentages of A's and B's was lower for 
L.M.H.S. graduates than for the entire College. 
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A consideration of the grades, shown by quality pOints, 
received by L.M.H.S. graduates, grouped into quartiles, 
indicated tha.t the highest group received the highest grades; 
the second highest group, the second highest grades;etc. The 
grades received for four semesters confirm this belief. The 
data indicate that a student who receives a low avera,ge at 
L.M.H.S. will receive a low average at the U. of L. We may say 
this with more assurance than we may say that a student with a 
high average at L.M.H.S. will receive a high average at the 
U. of L. 
L.M.H.S. graduates who were ranked in the highest 
quartile were inclined to rank in a lower group at the U. of L. 
This was true of the graduates in the third quartile after they 
had been in the U. of L. for two years. The graduates who 
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were rsnked in the lowest quurtile at the L.1!.H.S. tended to 
be in either the D group or the feiling group. This was true 
at the end. of one semester alld was still true at the end of 
two ye8rs. The correlation was fair, but the predictive value 
of the trbles was not very high. The data of ~able 13 seems to 
substantiate this statement. 
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Chapter VI 
OCI2.h.RISO:l OF ITEl\~ Ji'RCM L.lvl.H.S. 
lrillCORDS V;r:'::lI CRITERIL FRO!! THE 
U. OF L. RSCORDS 
Chnpter VI 
(;OLk)c' i(I;;"OIJ os' Ec8;.~;., .:'.r;,Cl.l 1.1.;.h.5. 
HECCIGX;. '"E.1Ii CLn:-~.i.'dj .. FdOH ~'t'E U. OF 1. 
l{M~COHDS 
~he compfrisons of the scho18stic pver~~es of the 
members of ten clf'sses grfJduFted frow. L.M.H.S. vrho hf've 
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entered the U. of L. hpve shown certrin chrracteristics which 
IlOV' shell be combinecl. C'he best IilethoD. of expressing reletion-
ship is by rneflns of coefficients of correlPtion, but in some 
si tUY tions the number of C~ises is too smpll to uee that 
loothod. The consideration of the distrib~tion of two criteria 
may be sufficient for the purposes of this study. In some of 
the tables the total group is used, for the possibility of 
greater significance which should not be minimized. In order 
that reBul ts worthy of comment m~,y be re~'che d, the relntion-
ship between parts of the QFta which f'pply to the grer.test 
number in both L.lII.H.S. and the U. of L. h8.S been computed. 
Since 'rle 8re mfiking a stptistic81 study of greduates 
from the L.H.H.~., the records for nge, rank in gre.duating 
class, 8Ver[Jge srade for junior and senior ',lark, occupFtion of 
parent, and number of credits received in various subject 
fieldS of the high school curriculum constitute the first of 
the two criteriF. The selection of a criterion in the college 
with which to compere the high school records was difficult 
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to make. Placement tests were eliminated because a sufficient 
number of grad.uates did not t~lke them. The same situation was 
true for the sophomore tests. The number of semesters in 
attendance was given for eEch graduate, but the last three 
classes have not hed the opportunity of completing eight 
semesters. The number of hours earned the first semester was 
seriously considered as the best criterion,but there were 
objections since the number of hours eerned (1) gives no 
credit for grades higher than D, (2) compares only passing and 
failing without qualifying p8ssing, and (3) takes no account 
of differences in student loads due to such factors as employ-
ment a,nd limitation by faculty. 
The one f8ctor in the collegiate setup which has none of 
the objectionable features of the records just mentioned is 
the number of quality points earned the first semester. Every 
student who enrolls in the U. of L. is credited with the 
number of quality points g8ined. For those who withdraw before 
the completion of the first semeeter, or for those who fail 
the larger part of their courses, a zero number or a negative 
number of quality pOints is recorded. Therefore, the number 
of quality points earned the iirst semester constitutes the 
second of the two criteria. 
The quality pOints have been clpE>sified into four groups. 
The highest group corresponds to gredes of B and above, the 
second group corresponds to a grade of C. the third group 
to a grade of D, and the lowest group to a grade of F or a 
failing grade. ~hese groups may be considered as quartiles 
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to correspond by number with the high school cuartile division. 
The question of the effect of age upon the success of 
stutlents in college has been mentioned in Chapter II, and the 
relationship of age to success in college will be considered 
now. Tables were constructed for each of the ten classes from 
1.930 to 1934t, but the paucity of data invalidated any con-
clusions which might have been drawn. Four hundred twenty-one 
greduetes hed records of their ages. Percertta.ges were computed 
to the nearest unit. The following table is for the purpose 
of determining whether there is any predictive value in the 
age of greduetes at the dflte of grRduation, with respect to 
probeble success in the U. of L. (See Table 25 on page 78) 
Seventy-one per cent of L.!J.H.S. grRduetes who attended 
the U. of L. were betweeIl the a.ges of 16 and 19 ~.t the date 
of their graduation. Nineteen per cent Vlere unusually old or 
unusually young at the date of graduation. 
One boy, of a total of 74 boys, over 18 years of age 
attained the highest group at the U. of L. at the end of the 
first semester, and he WflS in the highest quartile at L.M.H.S. 
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~ABLE 25 
~ )}3.!RCEITT.:'~G·~(j AIm ITU~bi3 ~1~S n~l \...J,tt L.M.H.S. GR.:\DUNl.'ES 
SEl?l'.RI ~SD i..CCORDI!JG ~o J GZ::> /I"!'" . .J. D}TE OF GRLDUA-
TIOIT AlJD CLAiji:-.)l}HED uy _u .... THR l'T17L:B BE. 0]' ;~:UfJ1ITY 
?OINTS RT:CIUVED TKS FIl~;:/: 0Eiv,J:~~ __ CER fr :;:HE ~ ~ • .L 
u. OF L. 
Age in r.~u8r- Number of 1,,~uFli ty Points E&.rned the 
Ye8rs at tile J!'irs t ~;emester at the u. of 118 
Date of at Less than 
Gradua- L.M. 30 and Over 15 - 30 1 - 15 1 Total 
tion from H.S. No. % No. t 70 No. ~o No. % No. % 
L.M.H.~. 
4th 7 3 1 
16 3rd 4 4 4 
s,nd 2nd 6 13 4 
Under 1st 1 2 2 3 
Tot. 12 3 16 3 19 5 8 2 64 13 
4th 13 13 1 
3rd 7 15 7 1 
17 2nd 18 61 18 
1st 2 17 9 
Tot. 20 6 48 10 76 18 28 8 172 41 
4th 5 2 
3rd 2 6 6 1 
18 2nd 1 17 22 11 
1st 1 4 15 28 
.. Tot. 9 2 29 6 43 10 40 10 121 30 
4th 1 3 
3rd 2 1 
19 2nd 3 12 5 
'! 1st 8 14 
Tot. 1 8 2 21 6 19 4 49 11 
4th 2 
20 3rd 2 2 
and 2nd 2 1 1 , 
Over 1st 2 6 7 
Tot. 8 2 9 2 8 2 25 6 
Total 42 10 108 26 168 40 103 24 421 100 
l' 
.. 
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Twelve boys who were under 17 years of age gained 30 or more 
quPli ty :9oints, f'l1d 11 of these were in the tVTO highest 
rJuertiles. r:'Wenty boys who were 17 yeFrs old gained 30 qU81ity 
pOints or more, Bnd 20 were in the two highest quartiles. A 
suggestion might be ventured that the boys of superior grades 
in II.M.H.S. under the nge of 18 gain 30 or more quality pOints. 
The data for boys who gain from 15 to 30 quelity Doints 
refute this to some extent, becBuse the age does not seem to 
affect this group, nor does the quartile ranking. This fact 
seems to be sub8t~ntiated by the group of D grnde t in which 
the epses ~:9.rJef:ir to be diE trl buted throughout the [l ge classi-
ficstions. ~ similar situption exists in the ~ classification. 
The same nUDcer of boys 16 yeprs old or younger rated 
C or above ns rhted D Or below. 31even per cent more boys 
17 ye~r~ old earned D or lower th~n C or higher. No boy 20 
years of F' ge or o1A.8r aver8zed. above C the iiri::) t s eme ::ter, and 
only one boy who was 1 9 yeprE old CVE;r~' ged [bove C. Bb:t~T­
seven per cent of the boys 18 ~·e[rs old. ~ver~(se(l belov,' C. The 
most posi tj.ve stc1 tement 7T1-:icn. ern "be made is thpt boys over 
18 years of ~ge nt ~pte of graduation prob~bly will average 
belovt B. 
Table 25 was arronged for qu~rti18 r~nk b~ high school 
Bverege and clesGified by Qu~lity point Bt~nding in the U. of 
e 
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L., with the consideration of the ages of graduates. A table 
of the two grade classificvtions, quality pOints and quartiles, 
will be given to clarify the stetistics tabulated in T8.ble 26 
and to be compiled in other tables. The analysis of Table 21 
was to some extent based on the following table, which is a 
condensation of Table 21 with the percentages given. Theoreti-
cally, a boy in the highest quartile in the L.M.H.S. should be 
in the highest group at the U. of L., a boy in the second 
highest quecrtile in L.U •. il.S. should be in the second highest 
group at the U. of L., etc. Such a condition would be true 
Where there is perfect correspondence. Differences in systems 
of grading, (the U. of L. grades on curve, L.:r..r.H.S. does not), 
orientation or lack of it, personality clashes between 
instructor pnd student, Bre all factors in preventing complete 
correspondence. 
Tl .. BLE 26 
P}jRCENTLGI:;S AND lTUMB'RS 01' L .M.H. S. GPJ~DUATES 
SEE LHATED ACCORDING TO QUAHTILE5 .AND CLAEJSIFIED 
BY ~H.:~ NUMBER OF Q,UALITY PCIN~S REC~IVED THE 
FIRt:T ~ EI~I?~L T~R l~T THE u. OF L. 
~uartile Humber of ~uality })oints ::Jp_ned the }!'ir s t 
at Semester [t t the u. of L. 
L.ll.H.S. 30 and Over 15 
-
30 1 - 15 Less then 1 Total 
Ho. ~ No. ,)! No. %0 No. 01 No. ~ 4th 26 23 g 1 1 /0 51 2 
3rd 13 3 30 7 22 5 2 67 16 
2nd 1 45 11 98 23 39 9 183 43 
1st 2 10 2 47 11 61 14 120 29 
Total 42 10 108 25 168 41 103 24 421 100 
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Fifty-one studentF, 12~~, were in the fourth quartile at 
L.M.H.S., ond 6 per cent of these were in the B or better 
group et the TJ. of L. Fj.ve per cent decreftfled their standing 
to the C group. one boy lowered his stAnding to the D group. 
~d one boy dropped to the lowest group. which is eCiuivalent 
to fe.ilure at L .M.Ii. S. 
Sixty-seven students. 16%, were in the third quartile at 
L.M.H.S. and 7 per cent or less than half of these were in the 
C group 6..t the U. of L. Five per cent dropped to the D group, 
and 3 per cent rose one group number. TWo boys fell as low as 
the first group. 
One hundred eighty-three stud.ents t 43%, were ranked· in 
the cecond quartile at L .M.R.S., fl.Ld 23 per cent of these 
were in the D group at the U. of L. Eleven per cent rose by 
one group number, end 9 per cent lowered their stending one 
group number. One boy rose to the highest group. 
One hundred twenty students. 29%, were ranked in the 
lowest quartile at L .M.H. S. and 14 per cent of these rem!:tined 
in the failing group nt the U. of L. Eleven per cent rose one 
group number and 2 per cent rose two numbers. TWo boys who 
ra,nked in the loV'est oU8rtile at I •• I:'.h.S. incre(l.sed their 
ste.nding to the highest group at the U. of L. 
If we consider the data from the U. of L. point of view 
we notice thst 10% of the entire number were in the highest 
oollege group, and that practically all of this 10% (9% of 
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the entire number) had a high school average of 86% or better. 
Twenty-five per cent gained between 15 and 30 quPlity paints, 
of Which number practically as many averaged above 86% as 
averaged below it. Forty-one per cent were in the D classifi-
cation, of which number 34 per cent ha.d an average below 86%. 
TVrenty-four per cent h~d a failing average pt the U. of L. 
A.ll of these h8d fllso a high school average below 85%. 
ConSideration of the relptionship between quality points 
earned the first semester and certain phases of the high 
sohool records will be continued. The number of credits earned 
in mathematics in L.M.H.S. was selected for comparison 
beoause the records were complete, four credits being required 
for graduation during the period covered by the study. Since 
four credits were required. we should expect to find an 
unusual number of students of all quartiles who did not 
pursue their studied in mathematics beyond the re<luired 
COurses. Three of the cases hpd only two credits in mathe-
matics, end beoause they were in different Qnes of the four 
classifications shovm in the following table end CQuld not 
affect the totals, all three were disregarded. 
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TABLE 27 
I'ERCE~J~AGEr. AI:]) Ntn.:BERS OF L.M.H.S. GRADUkTES 
SEPAl1A~ED ACCORDING TO Nm.rBSR OF L.M.H.S. 
CREDI TS IN MATREl.I.ATICS J..l!D C1AS~IFIED BY THE 
mJl.ilJ3ER OF QUALI~Y POINTS RECEIVED T~ FIRST 
SEl.IES T~~ .A. T ~HE 1:. OF L. 
NO. 
Crelii ts Q.uar- Humber of Quality Points ~arned the 
in Hath. tile First Semester at the U. of L. 
Earned at Less than 
at L.M.H.S. 30 and Over 16 
-
30 1 
-
16 1 Total 
L.M.H.B. No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
4th 14 9 
3rd 2 6 1 
8 2nd 1 13 19 4 
1st 2 12 7 
Tot. 17 4 29 7 32 8 11 3 89 22 
4th 7 8 1 
3rd 7 9 4 
7 2nd 13 20 4 
1st 1 4 10 5 
Toto 15 4 34 8 34 8 10 2 93 22 
4th 1 2 
3rd 3 6 2 1 
6 2nd 6 19 8 
1st 2 7 13 
Tot. 4 1 16 4 28 7 22 5 70 17 
4th 1 2 
3rd 1 3 7 
5 2nd 4 9 9 
1st 1 1 7 11 
Tot. 3 1 10 2 23 6 20 5 56 14 
c 4th 3 2 1 
3rd 7 8 1 
4 2nd 8 29 13 
1st 1 12 25 
Tot. S 1 18 4 50 12 39 9 110 25 
Total 42 10 107 25 167 41 102 24 418 100 
e 
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Forty-four per cent of L.U.R.S. gr8du~tes who entered 
the U. of J ... during the period 1930-l934! hed more thfm six 
credits in mathewatics. Seventy-five per cent of the graduates 
took more th~n the amount required for graduation. 
The graduates who had eight credits in m~themetics were 
distributed over the four quality pOint groups, With the 
greatest number in the two middle groups. Thirty of thirty-
one boys who avereged 85% or better had grades of C or better. 
The majority of those with ~ average of less than 85% in 
L.I~!.H.S. had r"n f:'verage of less than C in the University. One 
boy who o.vereged le£8 than 85% had ~,n e.verA.g'e of B or better 
in the U. 0 fL. 
The distribution of the greduate~ who had seven credits iIi 
m8the!:.'1 f:tics is similar to thet of the greduetes who had eight 
credi ts in mathemf:!tics. '.!:he boys VIi th higher Hvereges in 
L.hl.H.S. seem to g8in hi8her averages in college regardless 
of the number of credits in m~,thematicso 
Seven boys who had five credits in mpthemrtics hr>d 
avereges of 85% or better rnd 1rop~ed to D standing in college. 
Four boys who hE'd peven cre:li ts in m[:themrtics v'i th [; sirdlar 
cl8.£: :l.fic~ti_on in :: .~r.rr.J. 1io_ the same in the 'J. of L. No 
deductions cen be IDede fro rn thflt compfrison. 
It would appe~r from the sc~ttered diEtribution and 
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the norrm-ll expectflncy from boys of the vsriou£ types thf't the 
effect of mFthemetics upon the success of graduates is small, 
if there is any. The lo~ flverpee er~dupte apparently will 
remE!in a low averpge college stUdent whether he hf'S had seven 
credits or five credits in mathem8tics. The high average 
student usuRlly obtained a good Bver~ge in college whether he 
had more than the req,nired number of credits in mathematics 
or not. The high average graduate usually took more than the 
requireCl. number of credi ts in mathemetica. 
At this point, while we are discussing the distribution of 
grHduBtes according to qu~ni ty pOints in the U. of 1. with the 
number of credits earned in mathem2tics, the vFrions <lu~rtilea, 
etc. we might consider the tenure of the lowest one-third in 
each grpduating cless. It will be nececsary to recall the fact 
that the classes of 193~-, 1934, and 1934t did not have an 
opnortunity to attend the U. of L. more than seven, six, and 
five semesters !'espective1y, since the date, 'I"!ere taken in the 
sumrller of 193'1. ~'1e shall aVerp.Q.'e the tote 1 number of semesters 
for eeeh class so thet a eornp8rison may be made. Since the 
caSes are fev1 in number a perticulpr clf;..ES may have a high 
average, but for the ten cl~sses the averages should show a 
fairly 8ecur~te uicture of the tendencies for the lowest one 
third in rank of the gradueting c18sses who entered the 
U. of L. 
.. 
NO.in 
Gradua-
ting 
Class 
No. 
Enter-
ing 
D.of L. 
NO.in 
Lowest 
one-
third 
Entering 
D.of L. 
Av.No. 
of Sem. 
for 
Lowest 
ons-
third 
Av.No. 
of Sem. 
for 
Entire 
Class 
TABLE 28 
AVERAGBS OF NUMB:r:iRS 0::&' E:;!<~iI8ETEHS IN 
ATTENDAnCE AT THE U. O}t1 L. OF THE 
LOWES'I' ONE-THIHD OF ELCH 0;;' TEN CLASSES 
GRADUATf,D FRo:tll L.M:.H.S. 
Year of Graduation from L.ll.H.S. 
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1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 1932~ 1933 1933i 1934 1934t 
123 114 140 106 203 136 197 122 240 135 
33 42 34 36 70 38 46 31 71 56 
9 12 12 6 17 12 19 6 16 6 
4.1 3.6 3.6 6.0 1.8 2.5 
4.7 4.3 4.3 3.7 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.1 
The classes of 11;)30, 1930l, 1931i, 1933, 1933i and 193# 
had aver[lges for the lowest one third below the averages for 
the entire clnss in semesters in attendance, but not signi-
ficantly so. The class of 19~1l was exceptional in the respect 
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that the five boys v!ho were in the lowest one third of their 
gra.d.ueting class e.t L.M.R. S. everaged 6.0 semeeters in 
attendance at the U. of L., while the entire cless averaged 
only 3.6 semesters in attendance. This was the only reversal 
~ form, for the classes of 1931, 1932 and 1934 averaged higher 
decisively than the lowest one third of the classes averaged. 
11uch he.s been written and more has been spoken ebout 
the effect of heredity upon intelligence •. 1?erhaps the 
choice of quality pOints is not the best criterion of intelli-
gence, but we believe it to be sufficient for the following 
comparison, namely, occupation of parent with the number of 
quality points earned the first semester at the U. of L. The 
classific~tion of the occupations for the most part WPS not 
difficult because the categories were sufficiently broad to 
include all CRses. Whether to classify a horee trader ~s a 
professionf'l man or FS a merchpnt was puzzling for a time, until 
s. compromise of salesman vIas made. 
The seven categories finally decided on were distinct 
from one enother; yet each contained a feirly well-balanced 
number of cases. ~lenty-nine parents were housekeepers, and 
since housekeeping was not susceptible of being bracketed with 
any of the other occupations, the number was deemed sufficient 
to justify a separate class. Before giving the comparison, 
we shall give a table of the categories. 
- ---- - ---
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TABLE 29 
HUlvlli.EHE. (l}j1 ?J:RENTS AND PERCENTIGES OF THE 
OCCUP LTIONS OF )? liliENTS OJ!' L .1vr.H.S. 
GRADUATES ATTEIlDIN~ ~HE U. OJ!' L., AND 
TillJ VI1UOUS CLAS~n}j'ICATION5 OF EACH 
categories of the 
occupations of 
parents of L.M.H.S. 
Graduetes 
Executive 
Professional 
Person 
Merch8nt 
salesman 
Clerk 
Housekeeper 
Skilled 
Laborer 
Unskilled 
No. 
63 
60 
74 
68 
60 
29 
69 
26 
% 
particulpr occupations Grouped 
Under the categories 
13 Administra,tor, Director of 
Bank or Corporation, Manf'ger 
of a Large Business, owner of 
an IndustriAl or Commercial 
Business 
16 physician, Dentist, Chiropractor, 
Minister, IJawyer, Teacher, 
Musician, Engineer (Civil, 
Chemical, etc.), Architect 
18 Hatter, Furrier, Junk Business, 
Meat Shop, Druggist, Electric 
Shop, Contractor, Tnilor 
14 Auctioneer, Cake saleswoman, 
Bond salesman, saleslady, Real 
Estate Salesman, Insurance, 
Horse TrHder 
12 Agent (passenger, Income Tax, 
Government), MFil Clerk, Book-
kee~er, Draftsman, Auditor, 
Librarian 
7 
14 Plumber, carpenter, Foreman, 
Mason, Engineer (of Tra.in). 
Mechanic, Motorman, policeman, 
Butcher 
6 Milkman, MAil Truck Driver. 
Farmer, Conductor 
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The number of purents who are laborers is larger than 
the number in any other clnssification of occup8tions but not 
as large as one would expect. The occcp8tions of the parents 
of four hundred eighteen graduates Vlere listed. Of the total 
number, 20j'o are laborers, 18% ere merchants, 15% are profession-
al people, l37~ are executives, 14% are s~lesmen, and 12% are 
clerks. A totel of 46% belong to the class Which might be 
termed leaders, Since they ore merchpnts, executives, or 
professional people. In all of these c~ses the male parent is 
living and probably is the parent with whom the graduate 
resides, since under Occupation of parent on the form for 
taking the original data, his is the name listed. 
An attempt was made to correlete occupation with quality 
points gained by the method of the Coefficient of Mean 
Square Contingency, but insufficient data prevented the use of 
this method for either the individual classes or for the 
entire group. Perhaps instead of saying that the data were 
insufficient it would be more exact to say the data were not 
sufficiently well distributed. We used, therefore, the same 
method as we used in Tables 25, 26, and 27, namely, percentages 
of distribution. The data in Table 30 should be of some velue 
in the argument of capital versus labor ~lS regards the 
opportunity and the use of educational advantages as measured 
by quality points gained the first semester. VVe might combine 
the categories into executives, professional people, and 
merchHnts, HS diE>tinguished from sHlesmen, clerks, and 
laborers, or in other words higher saleried people Hnd lower 
salaried people. The classific2tion af housekeepers is to be 
disregarded since it is i Jpassible to cl8.2sify housekeepers 
according to income. The percent~ges hrve been computed to 
the nearest unit, a fact vvhich accounts for discrepancies in 
total percentages. (See Table 30, page 91) 
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The first comp8rison will be the rrtio of the gr8duates 
whose high school average WfS 85% and above to those whose 
avere.ge was below 851b, for eHch of the c8tegories. The ratio 
for Executives is 18 to 35, for SrlesIf!en 18 to 51, for Clerks 
15 to 35, for Housekeepers 10 to 19, for Skilled L~borers 8 
to 51, and tor Gnskilled Laborers 3 to 22. The ratiO for 
higher sGILried neaple is 64 to 123, ~nd for lower salaried 
people is 44 to 159. 
~he next comp&rison uill be the meEsurew8Dt of the 
success of the gr2.dvrtes by qU81ity points. The division is 
wpde between those ~ho hrve 8n hverage of C or better with 
thos e vlho hr1ve pn f.verage of le u: thfn C. This di vlsion is not 
accurute becfiuse SODe graduptes took ~ li~hter schedule, and 
the number of Cll<.Fli ty paints indicLtinp; their m:cccesS would 
be less trwn the numl;el indicr tirl~.· success on the table. 
The rEtia for ~xecutives WfS ~3 to 20, for Professional 
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\;: TABLE 30 
Nill.IBERS Li.m ?ERCENTLGES (iF L.I\:.H.~. GRJ.DUL.TES SEPARLTED 
ACCORDING TO OCCUfJi.TIONb Ob' PAHENT5 AND CLA~)5IFIED BY 
THE NUMBER OF ;~U.l'..LITY POIN'l:S E.ARNED THE PIHST LEMEST~R 
t. r" THE U. OF L • . L"_ .J.. 
» 
Occupations QU8r- Number of (~u81i ty Points Earned 
of parents tile the First Semester rt U. of L. 
of JHM.H. S. at 30 and 15 
-
30 1 
-
15 Less than Total 
GrRduetes L.M. Over 1 
: R.S. No. % .No. 4 4 3 % 
No. % No. % No • % 
3 1 7 3 
Executive 2 1 13 11 3 
1 4 1 2 
Tot. 6 1 27 6 15 4 5 1 53 13 
4 9 6 
3 8 3 8 
Professional 2 3 9 10 
Person 1 6 4 
Tot. 11 3 12 3 23 6 14 3 60 14 
4 4 2 
3 2 8 2 
Merchant 2 7 21 8 
1 1 12 7 
Tot. 7 2 17 4 35 9 15 3 74 18 
4 1 6 1 
3 1 5 3 1 
Se1esman 2 8 21 7 
1 1 4 0 7 
Tot. 0 1 23 6 28 7 14 3 68 15 
4 4 2 
3 2 3 4 
~ Clerk 2 4 16 3 , 
1 7 5 
':ot. 6 1 9 2 27 6 8 2 50 12 
4 1 3 1 
c: 3 2 1 1 1 
Housekeeper 2 4 9 
1 6 
Tot. 0 1 8 2 16 4 2 29 7 
4 3 1 
Laborer 3 1 2 1 
2 2 5 5 
Skilled 1 1 7 31 
Tot. 4 1 6 1 13 3 36 9 59 1~ 
,. 4 
Laborer 3 2 1 
2 0 4 2 
Unskilled 1 1 5 7 
." Tot. 2 5 1 9 2 9 2 25 6 
TOT1,.L 42 10 107 25 166 41 103 24 418 100 
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Persons 23 to 37, for l~ierchants 24 to 50 t for t~f11esmen 26 
to 42, for Clerks 15 to 35, For Housekeepers 11 to 18, for 
Skilled Laborers 10 to 49, and for Unskilled Laborers 7 to 18. 
The rRtio for higher salaried people is 80 to 107, and for 
lower salaried people 58 to 144. 
The third comparison will deal with the numbers of 
graduates who are out of pOSition for erch of the clesses of 
occupations; that is, vIe shsll find the gredU~Jtes whose high 
school avervge vms 85)!~ or above [;nd who averF:ged lower than 
C in the u. of L., and convel'sely. !J..'he ratio of those who 
averaged 855~ or above and lower than C to those who averrged 
below 857b and C or above for Execut i veS is 3 to 18, for Pro-
fesflionBl Persons 8 to 3, for Uerchvnts 2 to 8, for salesmen 
5 to 13, for Clerks 4 to 4, for Housekeepers 3 to 4, for 
Skilled Laborers 1 to 3, and for UnSkilled 1Fborers 0 to 4. 
The comparison for higher s~laried people is 13 to 29; and 
for lower salaried people, 10 to 24. 
The last comparison will consider the numbers of graduates 
who pre in position for each of the categories. In position 
means gradu[ites whose . high school ~lVer['ge is 85% or above and 
whose college vverr:ge is C or f'bove and the opposite. The 
ratio for Executives is 15 to 17, for Professional Persons 
20 to 29, for 1Ierchants 16 to 48, for salesmen 13 to 38, for 
• 
Clerks 11 to 31, for riousekeepers 7 to 15, for Skilled 
Laborers 7 to 48, and for Unskilled Laborers 3 to 18. The 
comparison for higher salaried people is 51 to 94, Hnd for 
lower salaried people the ratio is 34 to 135. 
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The scholsstic success, if 85% indicetes success, of the 
L.i~l.n:.S. grBduftes who attended U. of L. is greatest for sone 
of Professional Persons, then for sons of Housekeepers, 
Executives, Clerks, salesmen, Merchants, Skilled LHborers, 
and Unskilled L8borers, in order. The collegiate success, if 
C indicates success, of L.U.H.S. graduates who attended the 
U. of L. is greatest for sone of Executives, then for sone of 
Professionftl .Persons, Salesmen, Housekeepers, Merchants, 
Clerks, Unskilled Laborers, end Skilled Laborers in order. A 
total of 82 graduates were out of position, and 336 were in 
position. The predictive value of occupation of parent to 
success in college is fair. 
A comparison of the intelligence of L.M.H.S. graduates 
who entered the U. of L. measured in each institution, was 
thought to be of value. Unfortunately, the number of graduates 
who had I.Q.scores Bnd scores on the Psychological Test 
were too scattered for individual classes. Five clcsses had 
less than 20 cases, three classes had between 20 and 30 cases, 
and two classes had over 30 caseS. The correlvtion between 
I.Q.. scores and scores on the Psychological Test was .661 
• 
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with R probable error of .023. l~other reason for not using 
I.~. scores was the fact th~t some tests were given in 
junior high school Rnd some in senior high school, and 
thus measured grnduFtes at different ages. 
As the next best single item, it was thought that the 
average of the high school gra~es could be correlated to the 
greatest advantpge with the Psychological ~est 8S a criterion. 
The Psychological ':est was used because a gre('ter number 
of graduHtes had scores on this test thf]n on any other plHcement 
test, and also bec8use it was thought thet such a test 
measured intelligence more accurately than any of the other 
tests. 
TABLE 31 
(;OH]{EL.,"TION OE' pCOICo ON THE PSYCHOI .. OGIC1.L 
.P1ACEl'.G';NT r::}~ST J,T THE U. O:b' L. ri~ITH THE 
AV~HrG:SS OF 1.1,:.H.S. ~CHOLASTIC GR1.DES 
Year of Grrdu!?tion from L.U.li.S. 
1930 1930t 1931 1931t 1932 1932t 1933 1933i 1934 1934t 
Corre-
lation 
of L.M. .254 .370 .555 .517 .619 .593 .487 .529 .521 .546 
H.S.Av. 
with 
Scores on 
.psych. 
test (r) 
P.E. (r) .161 .093 .122 .086 .050 .074 .085 .108 .059 .084 
No. of 
Cases 16 38 29 33 69 35 40 29 67 32 
~he data indicate the fact thpt there is a definite 
relptionship between the 1.1:.B..S. averages end scores mfde 
by the grBduRtes on the psychologicBl .1:'18cement ~est. The 
coefficient of correlftion should be Bt least four times the 
probable error to indicpte some rel~tionship, which fact 
would invalidate the results for 1930 where r eauals .254 
and the P.E.(r) equ[Jls .161. In 1930i there is only a 
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sli~ht indication of relationship. usu~lly the r should be five 
or six times the .P .E •. (r) to show H decided correlr tion t and 
this condition is satisfied in 1931t, 1932, 1932t, 1933, 1933t. 
1934, and 1934~. The classes of 19~2 and 1934, which were 
the largest, show ~ high correlftion, in which the ~.E.(r) 
is the lowest of the ten classes. 
';Jhether the re(~uirement of four yeprs of English in 
the 1.L.n.f). is of value to the gr8du13te might be seen to 
some degree by the correspondence or non-correspondence of 
English grades in the high school with the gredes received 
the first year in COllege. Since we believe thFt e certein 
amount of "grade getting" accrues to the individuel beceuse 
of orientation or fpmiliarity with school procedures, we 
took the four ye2r average in EngliSh in L.}f. H.S. rather 
than the junior-senior average only. The graQes in the D. of L. 
are awarded by means of the letters A,B,C,D,E, end F, and 
those in L.M.H.~. by numbers from 70 to 100. VIe averaged the 
letters letting an A and a B be represented by B plus, a B ~nd 
C by C plus, etc. ~he l'eHrson Product-i,loment formula for 
computing the coefficient of correlFition was used. 
~L.?1F; 32 
(;0 lIb. ·~:IJ"~ .. 'I\ IOIT (-'~F ;,~;·~f_~)~}~': II: ~~:'J8-li I~~H lIT T.'. ;,!I. H. S. 
}!'O:1.'::'OGH Y~.;.HS ';. Ir.::H TH;~ }IVliJS II! KJGIISH 
t ~ S:li~~ l]'. OF If. 'B'Oi. ~}-r~~ .PIR~:#·': Y=:l.R 
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Year of J.reduFtion from I.I~.Ii.S. 
1930 1930~ 1931 1901t 1932 1932t 1933 1933i 1934 1934t 
Corre-
lation 
Qf 
Eng. 
JredeB .412 .547 .724 .592 .569 .732 .524 .656 .673 .732 
H '-' 
."". 
with 
Eng. 
Grades 
in 
u.of L. 
P. 3. .125 .079 .057 .078 .061 .054 .077 .077 .048 .058 
(r) 
Ho. of 
CF:seS 20 36 31 32 55 40 25 58 29 
Je surmise frow ~pble 32 th~t b relftionehip between the 
gredes received in l~n?:liEh [. t I .L. : .• S. Lnd. grD ues received in 
English at the L. 0:;-' ~. exists.flhere the number of c[:ses is 
unusually snl"ll, fS in the clpsses of 1930, 1933t-, Rnd 1934t 
we may say thclt [; rell:tionship is present, wi thout saying that 
the correl~tion is definite. But in the classes of 1930i, 1931, 
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found. ~he number of Cf1f:eE if..: sl<fficient for the vFlidi ty of 
t!le formul[i, and the J?~. (r) is smrll enouf,:-h to allow the 
indicntioli o~ F conclusion; end in the two largest clpsse8, 
1962 al~d 1934, n definite relEtion e:'iE:tB betiHeen English 
grades in the two institutions. 
~he best iteLlf' from the high school fnd college records 
for predictive ptlrpOEeS ~l~)l)err to be high school gr!::.des and 
for e[)ch criterion. :For com:,lete rrticnlFtion [ Rtudent in 
the fourth <llurtile in J •• l:.:-'.0. should be in the fourth 
Quprtile in the D. of L., & student in the third qu~rtile et 
1.~.n.~. should be in the third gurrtile vt the U. of L. t etc • 
.1' it~ IL: :JI~~.!.U.i:Gr:H;E IH 1.1.:.H. i:) • 
./ .. :.~.0 I lJ r: ilE U. 0:b' 1. 
~ur1rtile at ,ll.[;rtile f'·t the U. of 1. 
L • ..i.":. LL. S • 
1!'ourth I1:hird Second 
Fourth· 26 20 3 
~hird 14 13 27 
Second 2 19 58 
]'irst 2 3 17 
First 
2 
12 
105 
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The dbth of ~Cl:;le b3 indicfte the fact thFt the ml:)jority 
of students hpve Slwcef,S comIl~ensurate VIi th their high school 
". 
... 
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records. l~re students in the second quartile at L.M.H.S. rank 
in the first quartile at the D. of L. than either stay in the 
same quartile or advance to a higher one. First quartile 
stUdents appear to remain in the first quartile 8t the U. of 
L. Students in the fourth quertile may drop to the third 
quartile but seldom drop below the third quartile. Third 
(lUartile students mEy be in any quartile at the u. of L. 
al though more are in the second quartile than in ~iny other 
quartile. 
The data of Table 33 become more me&ningful if we compute 
the chances of a L.M.il.S. student to rank in the verious 
quartiles at the U. of L. 
TABLE 34 
IWLBBB. O.b' Cd.lrCT~S IN 100 C1!' (~uIH:,alJ}~ DIS-
r:'liI 13LJ S_'I on lIT L .1~I.H. t:>. B·-~II1(} l.Cr;:'lIFED nJ 
THE u. 0]' L. 
("uurtile at ~mlrtile at the f: of L. l. • 
Ial"~. H. So. IPourth Third i:)econd 2<'irst 
Fourth 51 39 6 4 
Third 21 20 41 18 
Second 1 10 32 57 
First 2 2 14 82 
The chances are 51 in 100 for 8 student in the fourth 
quertile at L.M.H.S. to be in the fourth quartile at the U. of 
L. The chances are 90 in 100 of a student in the fourth 
t 
.. 
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qUflrtile at L .jjI.ll.::>. being above the 8eco:nli quartile p t the 
u. 01 L. A student in the third quartile h!3s 21 chances in 
100 of being in the fourth q.uflrtile or less than one half the 
chHnces of 8 fourth ciu13rtile student. L. third qU f1 rtile student 
has more chences of dropping to 8 lower quertile th8n he has 
of being in either the third or fourth qUl'irtiles. A student 
in the third qur:rtile hhS four times PS mf:T1Y ch8nces of being 
in the first~U!':~rtile and seven times 8S many chances of 
being in the second quartile as a student in the fourth 
qu[:rtile hH). L student in the second qUf'rtile hps one chance 
in 100 of being in the fourth quprtile and 11 in 100 of being 
in either the third or fourth qU8rtile Pt the L. of L. A second 
qUFrtile student hrs 32 chFnces in 100 of mrintf'ining his 
qur::rtile str:.nciing alld 57 in 100 of drop.ing to the first 
qUfrtile. A first 1uartile student at L.M.H.S. has 82 chances 
in 100 of being in the first qu~rtile rt the c. of L. He has 
4 chrnces in 100 ot being in either of the two highest 
qurrtiles, And 18 in 100 of improving his st8nding. 
,,::. stlc6.ent in ei ther of the two hif;hest qr:.prtiles at 
L."',:.)1.0. hhS 65 chances in 100 of beinE-c' in either of the 
two highest qUfrtiles rt the U. of 1. ~ studsLt in either of the 
two lowe~;t qurrtiles it }. '.L.b. hes 92 chpllces in 100 of 
bein~ in either of the two lowest quartiles ~t the D. of L. 
A student has 46 chances in 100 of being in the s~me qu~.;,r-tile 
100 
at the U. of L. &S he is in at L.M.H.S. 
Summary: Using the number of quality paints gained the 
first semester HS a criterion, f1nd the age when grsduFlted 
from L.M.H.S. es en item for comparison, the data indicate 
that age h~3s little effect upon success in college. We may 
say that a boy over 19 will probably rank below a B average, 
and if he is in the first or second quartile he will likely 
average belOW C. 1:.. student 16 years old or younger when 
graduated will probably receive D or better, but in general 
no prediction of his success may be mede. The 18 year old 
graduate will most likely avernge below C, or it might be 
said more positively that if he is in the first or second 
qunrtile he will averege below B. Students 20 and older 
will prob8bly average below B. 
Data from the comparison of the same criterion with 
rank in class tend to show that students in upper qu~rtiles 
get better grades at the U. of L. than the students in the 
lower qusrtiles. 
When number of credits in mpthematics is used as the item 
in comparison with the criterion we surmise that boys who 
average 8510 or better took more mathematics thpn bOys who 
average less than 85~. The answer to whether mGthematics 
increased success in college C8nnot be given by the available 
data. The predictive value of Bmount of mathematics taken 
is very slight. 
.. 
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~\he lov'est Olle -third of the grr iUf'ting clbsses F pparently 
heve a shorter tenure at the U. of L. then do the other 
graduates, but the difference ie not WIUSUblly large. The 
lowest one-third may st8y G much longer G:-vere:ge time than do 
the other two-thirds in p8rticul~r clSEseS. 
Nearly one-ha.lf of L.i'.I.l.1.L. gr~duFte8 who entered the 
u. of 1. between 1930 and 1934i were sons of higher salaried 
people such as executives, professional neople, and merchants. 
':;;his, however, d.id not Seem to hrve the [ntici:p&ted effect 
upon the c;uvli ty points earned the first Sernef:iter, which were 
fairly evenly divided e~ong the categories regardless of 
occ~pation. ~he predictive value of occupation of parent for 
success in college is slight. The correlatiun of gredes in 
L .l~. E. S. [Ind e cores on the psychologic fl plr:cement Test 
seems to indicote that thE: se tv.'O cri t erifl f1re good predictive 
items of success in college. L. significf.'nt degree of re18tion-
ship is indicated by the correlptions a f four ye~;r English 
grades in L.L=.I-1.3. with freshmnl Eng'lish gr8des in the U. of 
L. This condition does not seem to be affected by the size 
of the classes studieli, 81 though it mfiy be true only for these 
classes. 
The greduates in the fourth 2nd third ~uFrtiles would 
be more likely to succeed than graduates in the second and 
first qUFrtiles. This wes to be expected. Students under 19 
. ' 
--
.. 
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fit the tillie of gradL.c,tion from high school mHy fall into 
any classification, ana. those over 19 would probpbly 
average under B. M8ny boys whose high school average was 
below 85% attaine d a C or better re,nking in college t and ~ 
smaller number whose high school !3Vert'.lge was 85yb or above 
received F college pverage below C • 
Che :9ter VII 
Chapter VII 
SUM1,![ARY .AND ConCLUSION 
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The investigation of the reoords of 422 L.M.H.S. 
graduates who entered the U. of L. was undertaken with the 
thought thet a oomparison by classes would be of value to both 
the high school and the college. The study should be of value 
to the teachers in L.M.H.S. in so much as s, knowledge of the 
success of the graduates would extend the instructors' vision 
beyond the graduation of their students. The study should be 
of interest to the faculty of the U. of L. 8S it presents 
comparative information about the background of L.M.H.S. 
graduates. The average studentl at the l:. of L. has been 
desoribed as a graduate of L.M.H.::>. The results of the tabu-
lations should aid counselors of the graduates entering the 
U. of L. both before and after admission to the college. 
Eleven questions were proposed in the introduction to 
the study, the anSWers to which were thought to be adequate 
for the scope of the investigation. Meny apparently worth-
while phases suggested by the date could be examined t but 
because such procedure would cause the report to become 
unwieldYt the aforementioned (uestions were used to delimit 
the scope of the study. 
1. The Louisville Courier-Journal, May 8, 1938 
Question 1. Do the graduates whose grades are highest 
enter the U. of L., go to other colleges, or enter no 
college? 
The data for Table 2 are fairly complete, and if the 
averages of the grades are reliable we may believe that 
colleges other than the U. of L. get the higher ranking 
students. The ~ifferences do not seem to be appreciable, not 
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nearly so great as the superiority of the graduate who enters 
the U. of L. over the graduate who does not enter any college. 
Question 2. Do the graduates whose I.Q. scores are 
highest enter the U. of L., go to other colleges, or enter 
no college? 
The data of Table 3 show, within the limits of the scores 
wbich were available, that the graduates who obtain the 
highest I.Q. scores go to colleges other than the U. of L. 
In one or two classes the group which does not enter 
college has the highest I.Q. scores. The U. of L. enrolls 
graduates who rank between the other two groups in I.Q. 
scores. Perhaps it would be worth wbile to make an inves-
tigation of the high ranking graduates who do not enter 
college. 
Question 3. Is the first year of college more difficult 
than the second? 
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The dRtB which heve been gRthered Ere not sufficient to 
enswer this question. ~oo mf'ny factors enter into the 
Question to allow any positive or negative reply. 
({uestion 4. aBS the rge of the L.n.H.S. graduate any 
signific~nce in his success in the College? 
In general the answer 'Vl0uld be no. We see, however, from 
Table 26 that the less mature graduBtes, chronologicplly, 
appear to gain HS mHny quality points the first semester as 
the older gradu!:Jtes • .fill explenetion of this may be the fact 
that the younger students are of tel) intellectually superior. 
The graduates &re entering college with no appreciable 
variation in their ages from year to year as shown by Table 6. 
(.uestion 6. When do the lowest one-third of the 
gredufJting classes drop out? 
On an averAge the lowest one-third of the graduf'ting 
classes stay a shorter ti':1e in the u. of L. than dons the 
entire class. The dete of Tfhble 28 sustnin such a ste tement t 
the exception being a class in which there are few in the low-
est one-third, all of whom apnarently take college more 
seriously than they did high school. 
Question~. ~oes the rank in the graduating class give 
an indicetion of the number of quality points earned the 
first semester? 
r 
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'l:he dRtn of ':'Bble 4 indicnte thBt the gradur·tes who 
enter the U. of L. 8re ebove the ever8ge graduete in rank 
in the gr(lduating class. The number of credits is well above 
the number 8ctuelly necessary to graduate, if the RverRges 
in S:eble 6 IDfly be taken as f'n index. TFble 26, in which the 
graduates were sep8reted by qUfrtiles,Ehowed that the greatest 
numter of qUFlity pOints was e8rned by the graduates in the 
higher qu~rtiles. We may say that those in the first and 
second oJ1.Drtiles will prob8bly e(irn less than the aver8ge 
number of r.uelity points, a fact which may be seen in Table 
10. Table 14 shows thrt in the ten classes studied, fourth 
quartile students for exceed the three other (1_uartiles in 
number of chances of attaining high quplity point standing. 
Ninety-six of 100 fourth (uartile students will rate a 
quality point standing of 1.0 or better; 73 of 100 third 
quartile students will rate the same as compared with 31.6 
of 100 in the second quartile and only 11 of 100 in the first 
quartile. 
Question 7. Is there any relation between the occupation 
of the p~rent and the success of the graduf:te the first 
semester? 
The classification of the parents of gr~duFtes in Table 
29 is such thDt the range of the percentages is rather small. 
The compilation of Table 30 would probably be but little 
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affected by the addition of a larger number of cases. The 
distribution seems to indicete the fact thet there is little 
if Bny advBntage accruing to a gr8ciuete because of the 
occupation of his parent. 
'<:\,uestion 8. Does the study of me them[:tics incre8se a 
student's chances for success in college? 
A IHrge number of students take only the reauired amount 
of m£tthem£tics in high school. Scpttered among this number 
are high ranking students, who h&ve better then average 
success in colle ge. r:;fble 27 ShOVIS thE t [; grE-duEte is not 
dependent upon the number of credits he has in raEthem8tics 
for his success in college. ~he sv-perior students take more 
than the rec!uired number of credits in m&themFtics usuf.lly, 
but there is no indication thf:t the Fimount of mathematics 
illEikes a student sl;.perior in college. 
C.ueation 9. IS there eny correletion betvreen the 
L.~.H.~. schol~Etic ~verC'ge Bnd ScorAE on the Psychological 
~est? 
!::he dLtF} COLlputed in :::Tb1e 31 ir;lply 
schol~'stic ~iverf;ge hf s ~-, cLetini te relntionship to the scores 
received on the ?sycholof,icfl Cest. There if more eVidence 
of this relf,tionf)hip from the d8t~J of ~'Fble 26 in Which the 
percentages of the quprtiles favor e, greater number of queli ty 
pOints for the gradUFte of the fourth or third qu.artile. 
I 
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Quwstion 10. Is there Fny correlation between grades 
From Table 32 we see indicrtions that there is a 
definite relation between grf:des received during four yeFrs 
in 1.M.li.S. and gredGs received the first yepr in the U. of L. 
Whether this condition prevpils for English for ell graduates 
of L.H.E.S. who attend the U. of L. is not definite, but the 
positiveness of the correlations seems to crer;te a presumption 
in that direction. 
question 11. Which group succeeds at the U. of L.? 
We divided the L.~,.:.H.S. grf;'..I.uates into four groups 
according to their high school average. ~Dbles 15, 16, and 17 
indicate th[lt students in the highest qu~'rtile hf',ve a longer 
tenure thfln the students in the other c;m;rtiles. Obversely 
the boys in the two lowest qurrtiles pre in attendance a 
shorter time ti:bn the boys in the two highest qurrtiles. The 
data for Trble 23 show a positive correlation between high 
school and college grpdes for the first semester • .P~ similar 
corre18tion is shown by ~able 24~ r greduate whose average is 
85% or above, that is, a graduDte in one of the two upper 
qU8rtiles, would receive higher grades than graduBtes whose 
averages are below 85r~. A boy in the first quartile would 
receive correspondingly low grades in the U. of L. This 
is confirmed by T~ble 13 and Trble 26. Tpble 27 indicates 
\ 
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that the amount of mathematics is not proportionel to success. 
Likewise age is not a determining factor in success, as shown 
by Table 5 and Table 25. 
Conclusion: The average gradufl.te of the L.M.H.S., if 
we may judge from the ten classes from 1930 through 1934i, will 
be 8 member of a class of 150, with a high school average of 
81.5, and an I.Q. score of 113. He will stand 68th in his class 
when he is 18 years, one month of age, having earned 33.8 
credits. When he takes the P1Hcement 'J:ests at the D. of L., 
he will attain the 56th percentile on the Psychological 
Test, the 50th percentile on the English Test, and the 51st 
percentile on the Reading ~est. During his first semester in 
the College he will earn 12 semester hours and 12 quality 
pOints, Which will be increased the second semester to 12.8 
semester hours and 13 quality points. The fourth semester 
will find the average graduate earning 13.5 hours and 16 
pOinte, with 8, total of 56 hours and 67 points for the four 
semesters if he stays th£t long. The average gradua,te is a 
different person in his second yeer, for many who have made 
him rather inferior when he was a freshman will no longer 
be there. He will stay 3.5 semesters, but had he stayed four 
semesters with a C average he could have taken the Sophomore 
Comprehensive Tests. 
On the Sophomore Comprehensive Tests he would have 
received a percentile ranking of 68 in Social Studies, 72 in 
. . 
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Foreign Literature, 63 in Fine Arts, 65 in Total General 
culture, 55 in Total English, 56 in Literary Acquaintance, 
69 in contemporary Affairs, 65 in General ~cience, and 60 in 
World liistory. He would then have the pleasure of knowing 
. 
that he ranked well when comps.red with students in the 
nation's liberal arts colleges tested as he was. 
In his freshman year, the average grpduate would enroll 
in survey courses in English Composition. Introduction to the 
Study of Society, ana the History of Civilization. When he 
reached the sophomore ye8r he would study a Survey of the 
Humanities, and a Survey of the Nntural Sciences. For all 
courses he took when he was a freshman he would average a low 
C, but when he was a sophomore he would improve to a good C 
average. 
Therefore, the t::'verage grBdm::te of L.E.R.S. could 
successfully attend the U. of L. 
But whvt of the velue of all this data for predictive 
purposes? Just what degree of correlr:tion exists between 
high school and college records? The conclusions for the 
most part would seem obvious to the laym~m. While the figures 
used to substentinte the conclusions m8.y not be sufficiently 
inclusive, the corre18tion coefficients for those used are high. 
But whet of the individuel student who detracts from 
a perfect correletion? The predictive value of the tables 
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is lowered by the possibility thfit a low ranking student may 
be successful in college, or s< high ranking student m8.Y fpil 
in college. The data show that a good student is more apt 
to go down than a poor student is to come up. The average 
student is successful, but often the average student is an 
imaginnry person. 
The degree of articulation between 1.1~.H.S. and the 
U. of 1. is fair but could be improved. Differences in grading, 
in standards, and in the philosophy of the instructors, 
caUSes the articul~tion to be lower then it should be. The 
wri ter reCOIIlll18nds a personality chfJrt for each graduate to 
supDlernent the records now used in admission procedure. The 
addi tion of such a chart might take C~ire of individual 
differences of graduates. Mfiny tables show the need for some 
method of providing for individual differences, and the 
answer would Seem to be the personality chart. 
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